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ABSTRACT
This thesis considers the role a spectral sensitizing dye plays in chemical
sensitization for tabular-grain emulsions. Different approaches for introducing
sensitizing dye have been chosen in conjuction with sulfur-thiocyanate-gold
(S-SCN-
Au) chemical sensitization,
1. At the completion of nucleation (NUC)
2. At various precipitation completion points (pep)
a. At 35% pep
b. At 70% pep
c. At 80% pep
d. At 90% pep
e. At 100% pep (i.e., at the beginning of Ostwald ripening)
3. Before chemical sensitization with varied digest addition sequences: Dye-S-
SCN-Au, Dye-SCN-S-Au
4. Conventionally: S-SCN-Au-Dye, i.e., dye introduced after chemical sensitization
(control).
It also considers what happens for dye addition at various pep to grain morphologies
via electron microscopy study, to grain size distribution via turbidity measurement, to
dye absorption via spectrogram investigation, and to the efficiency of chemical
sensitization. Pure silver bromide emulsions were prepared with a linear ramp flow
program through a computerized system with pAg control. The conditions for digest
giving the best sensitometric performance were determined.
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In October 1982, Kodak announced that large thin tabular grain emulsion technology
was its biggest breakthrough in more than 50 years of film emulsion history. This
caused considerable excitement and interest among the photographic community.
From the crystal log raphie standpoint, the internal structure of tabular grains is
cubic-
close-packed. A tabular grain is a flat triangle or hexagon with a thickness of usually
only about 1/5 to 1/10 of its diameter, or even less. Because tabular grains have
two major {111} faces of large area, they possess typical octahedral habits.
When tabular grain emulsions are used, a series of advantages has been reported,
such as: improvement in speed-to-granularity ratio1, high covering power, reduced
silver coverage, better granularity, efficient spectral sensitization, high sharpness,
ability to eliminate the use of the yellow filter layer in color negative film, and less
crossover in X-ray films.
On the other hand, tabular grain emulsions also have a significant disadvantage in
the low efficiency for chemical sensitization which has led to many investigations for
the causes.
xWhen partial development can be achieved, such as by the
use of DIR couplers in color negative films. H. E. Roberts,
Private communication, 9/12/1990
If the average size of a latent-image speck required for developability and the
average number of absorbed quanta required to form a developable speck were
independent of grain size, speed would increase indefinitely with grain size.
However, the experimental results obtained by
Farnell2
showed that the number of
quanta per grain required for developability steadily increased with size, within the
normal size range (Fig. 1). His test samples were exposed with light at 430 nm.
(The dashed lines in the figure denote the theoretical expectation for speed
assuming constant quantum sensitivity.) Speed reached an optimum and then
decreased despite increasing grain size. The fog increase with increased grain size

















*'ig"o 1. Optimal Speed & Fog Vs. Grain Projective Area
Several explanations for the decrease of quantum sensitivity for large grain-sizes
have been presented. One accepted explanation is that the latent-image silver
becomes dispersed over a greater number of sensitivity specks on the grain surface.
Such an effect might arise in part because the grain size becomes large in
comparison to the average diffusion distance of an electron from its point of release.
C. Farnell, J. Photogr. Sci., 17:116 and 121, 1969
Up to a mean grain area of about 0.5
um2
(Log10 0.5 = - 0.3) speed increases with
grain size at a rate consistent with constant quantum sensitivity. Thereafter, the rate
of increase of speed is much less. At sizes greater than 1
um2
the speed
sometimes decreased2, an effect attributed to the failure of the latent-image silver
produced in a large grain to coagulate into one speck.
Farnell and
Chanter3
made quantum sensitivity measurements on different grain
morphology emulsions (the grains apparently were not optimally chemically
sensitized). They found that while spherical grains had the highest quantum
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&& 2 variation..with grain volume of the number of absorbed yig# Efficiency of sulfur sensitization vs. crystal habit
quanta/grain required to reach a developable grain fraction ol
0..'
for spherical grains, thick tabular grains, and thin
tabular grains
Chemical sensitization is a process of forming sensitivity specks and controlling their
distribution on the grain. Grains of different crystal morphology respond to chemical
3Quantum sensitivity was measured with developable-grain
percentage. G. C. Farnell and J. B. Chanter, J. Photogr. Sci.,
9:73-83, 1961.
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sensitization differently; variation in grain morphology and topography of the grain
surface causes differences in efficiency (measured as blue speed) of chemical
sensitization.
Moisar4
observed a difference in the response to sulfur sensitization of the {100}
faces of cubic grains compared to the {111} faces of octahedral grains and
Rodgers5
demonstrated that the efficiency of sulfur sensitization for different grains was in the
order: octahedra > tetradecahedra > cubic (Fig. 3). Thus spherical, thick tabular, and
thin tabular crystal morphologies gave rise to different response to chemical
sensitization.
Tabular grains are less responsive to chemical sensitization than non-tabular ones,
and therefore exhibit lower quantum sensitivity4.
The large surface areas of tabular-grains result in many sensitivity centers being
formed during chemical sensitization. These centers compete for the photoelectrons
and reduce the probability that a stable three or four silver atom latent image center
will be formed at a single sensitivity center.
As the grain size becomes large compared with the average diffusion distance of an
electron from its point of release, the probability of hole-electron recombination
4E. Moisar, J. Photogr. Sci., 16:102, 1968
5J. Rodgers, J. Photogr. Sci., 27:47, 1979
5
increases which leads to an increase in the number of absorbed quanta required to
make the grains developable and a net loss in the efficiency of chemical
sensitization. In the photographic sensitivity equation6,
1/Em= P/r
where 1/Em is defined as the median speed of an emulsion layer,
P is the absorptivity of the dyed grain,
r is the number of absorbed quanta required to make the grains
developable,
the speed, 1/Em, is inversely proportional to r.
The mechanism used to explain the greater difficulty in chemically sensitizing tabular
grain emulsions is that the dispersion of the latent-image over many sensitized
centers on the surface of the grains results in fewer developable latent-image
centers.
Roberts7
pointed out that conventional chemical sensitizers do not efficiently
sensitize large thin tabular grains. However, certain sensitizing dyes have been
reported to promote the efficiency of chemical sensitization of large thin tabular
grains. By sulfur-gold sensitizing high aspect ratio tabular grains in the presence of
6C.E.K.Mees, The Thoery of the Photographic Process, rev.
ed., Macmillan, New York, 1954, p. 172
7H. E. Roberts, International East-West Symposium II,
Oct.30-Nov.4, 1988
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sensitizing dyes, Kofron and his
co-workers8
were able to obtain a significant
sensitivity advantage. In their experiment, a tabular grain silver chloride emulsion
was divided into four parts as noted in Table 1. Part D was sensitized in the same
manner as Part C, except that the amount of Na2SCy5H20 was doubled. The
samples were exposed at 365 nm. It was found that C and D were 2 log E (200
relative speed units) faster than A and B.
Table 1. Effect of Order of Chemical &
Spectral Sensitization on Speed
Part Sensitization Relative speed Dmin
A None
- 0.05
B Au2S + Dye
- 0.05
C Dye+NaBr+ (S+SCN+Au) 227 0.06
D Dye+NaBr+ (S+SCN+Au) 298 0.13
Another method was investigated by
Maskasky9
to limit latent image sites on tabular
grains to increase the grain quantum efficiency. He believed AgCI could be
epitaxially grown at specific sites on the grains. Without a site director, AgCI would
be deposited randomly onto the two major {111} faces of AgBr tabular grains.
Certain site directors, which include inorganic salts capable of forming insoluble
silver salts and J-aggregating cyanine dyes functioning by relatively strong
9J. T. Kofron et al., USP 4,439,520, 3/27/1984
9J. E. Maskasky, J. Imag. Sci., 32:160, 4, 1988
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adsorption to a selective crystallographic plane, inhibit deposition of additional silver
halide and thus limit the growth of selective faces. This behavior is called grain
growth modification. Vanasshe et
al.10
grew AgCI cubic grains in the presence of
2-
(carboxymethyl)mercapto-benzimidazole to prepare rhombic dodecahedral crystals
exhibiting {110} faces. The dye was strongly adsorbed onto {110} faces, thereby
significantly lowering the {110} face growth rates. In Maskasky's experiment, AgBr
tabular grains were made with AgCI grown epitaxially in the presence of a
sensitizing dye to control the growth at specific locations, then controlling chemical
sensitization and developability. Maskasky also showed by theoretical calculations
that photoelectrons generated in an AgBr or AgBrl (4%l) phase would not travel into
an adjoining AgCI or AgBrCI (42%Br) phase due to the relative positions of their
conduction-band levels. A well in the resulting conduction band at the epitaxial
interface would localize photoelectrons. However, as the two phases with somewhat
different lattice spacings were epitaxially joined, a significant number of dislocations
were usually produced which minimized the misfit strain. These dislocations could
then serve as sensitizing specks. There was considerable evidence from work on
both sheet crystals and emulsion grains that dislocations in AgCI and Ag(l)Br were
important sites for the formation of sensitizing specks.
Thus, sensitizing dyes can play multiple roles in the photographic response of the
large thin tabular grain emulsions. They can function as AgCI epitaxial growth site
directors, tabular grain growth modifiers, assistants to chemical sensitizers, and
10
W. Vanasshe et al., J. Photogr. Sci., 21:85, 1973
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spectral sensitizers by both conventional addition order (after chemical sensitization)
and altered addition order (before chemical sensitization).
It would be desirable to better understand the relations among those dye functions.
In fact, when a dye acts as an AgCI epitaxial growth site director, it functions by
forming a closely-packed monolayer film on the main surfaces of the host grains,
showing a typical J-aggregating sensitizing dye adsorption behavior, and only leaving
less dye adsorption locations (corners and edges) for AgCI epitaxial growth9. When
a dye directs AgCI epitaxial growth onto specific locations of the grains so that the
number and the sites of sensitivity centers are controlled, the dye in effect plays an
active role in influencing chemical sensitization. The effects of dye addition order in
tabular grain emulsion technology have not been reported in the literature. This
study was intended to investigate these aspects.
It was the objective to investigate these effects on a large thin tabular-grain
emulsion. A non-symmetrically structured dye was added in various ways,
1. At the completion of nucleation (NUC)
2. At various precipitation completion points (pep)
a. At 35% pep
b. At 70% pep
c. At 80% pep
d. At 90% pep
e. At 100% pep (i.e., at the beginning of Ostwald ripening)
9
3. Before chemical sensitization with varied digest addition sequences:
Dye-S-SCN-Au, Dye-SCN-S-Au
4. Conventionally: S-SCN-Au-Dye, i.e., dye introduced after chemical sensitization
(control).
Evaluations included:
1 . Electron microscopic study of crystal morphologies
2. Turbidity study of the emulsion crystal size distributions
3. Spectrophotometric investigation of dye absorption status
4. Dye leaching tests
5. Sensitometric performance.
10
II. EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS
A. Equipment
Masterflex (R) Computerized drive program Cole Parmer
Masterflex pumps with 7013 series heads
Orion Research model 701 A/digital ionalyzer
pH combined electrode 13-620-283 Fisher Scientific (high temperature range)
pAg silver billet specific electrode (silver bar coated with AgBr)
Ag/AgCI 13-620-53 Fisher Scientific (high temperature range) with salt bridge
Standard calibration solution 0.01 M KBr saturated with AgBr
pH/mv controller and feedback system Luff 77
Constant speed control pump Cole Parmer
Lauda constant temperature water bath model RMT
Lightnin mixer LabMaster Cole Parmer N-04560-08
Lightnin impeller A-310 Cole Parmer
Brinkmann Macro-Transferpettors
EG&G Sensitometer Mark VI
UV-Visible Scanning Spectrophotometer UV2100U Shimadzu Scientific
Instruments, Inc. USA




Phthalated (PA) gelatin, Polaroid Corporation emulsion grade
Inert gelatin, Polaroid Corporation emulsion grade
Silver nitrate, Eastman Kodak emulsion grade
(3-ethyl-6,7-benzo-benzoxazol-2-yl)(1-ethyl-3-(3-diethylaminon-propyl)
benzimidazol-2-yl)carbocyanine
Potassium thiocyanate, EM Science GR ACS
Auric chloride, Eastman Kodak Reagent ACS





Mucochloric acid, Eastman Kodak
12
INVESTIGATION PROCEDURE OUTLINE











Series of Introducing of Dye
Precipitation













1. Installation and Configuration:
A Masterflex computerized drive system from the Cole-Parmer instrument
company was used.
a. A special RS232 cable (7550-64) was connected from IBM PC host











b. The computer was booted with a system disk containing DOS Revision 2.1.









d. The utility program Satellite Numbering was used to name the silver flow
pump "01", and the halide flow pump
"02".
e. The Application program was used. Tubing 7013 was selected. The two
pumps were calibrated by weight, i.e., priming the pumps first, then starting the
15
pumps, using 50 ml graduate measuring cylinders and an electric scale. The
volumes to be delivered, the densities, the collected weights to create new
calibration factors were entered.
f. The Multiple Slope Gradient program was used to control, independently and
simultaneously, the silver and halide pumps. A linear increase ramp from 0.7 to 38
ml/min in 7 increments was used.
2. Halide Feedback Pump Set-ups:
The Cole-Parmer Masterflex pumps with 7013 series head were independently
driven in a close loop controlled by the mv settings with a Luff 77 MV control
system.
3. Precipitation apparatus (Fig. 5):
The disposition of the three flow lines (silver nitrate, main halide and feedback
halide) with respect to the agitator is critical. The three flow lines were placed as












1 . Electrodes and Potentiometer:
a. Combination pH electrode Fisher Scientific 13-620-283 working at elevated
temperatures
b. pAg silver billet electrode (silver bar coated with AgBr)
c. Reference electrode: Ag/AgCI with 4M KCI salt bridge, -5-110C range
d. Orion potentiometer model 701
The apparatus is shown in Fig 6.
2. pAg, pX, VAg and MV:
Ksp is the solubility product constant at the temperature of the reaction. Table 2
gives the pKsp values vs. temperature for AgCI, AgBr, and Agl. Since K,p varies with
temperature, pAg or pX therefore varies with temperature.
Table 2. K.Vs. Temperature for AgCI, AgBr, &
Agl11
Temperature -log Ksp
C AgCI AgBr Agl
40 9.2 11.6 15.2
50 8.9 11.2 14.6
60 8.6 10.8 14.1
70 8.3 10.5
VAg is a calculated scale in mv based on the Nernst equation using the solubility
products for silver halide. This calculation takes into consideration the experimental
measuring conditions including temperature and particularly the reference electrode.
VAg is calculated as the millivoltage of a cell composed of an Ag/AgBr electrode

















Fig. 6. Electorde and Salt
bridge Apparatus
166 151 143 136 129 121
135 119 111 103 95 87
104 87 78 70 62 53
73 55 46 37 28 19
42 23 13 4 -5 -15
10 -9 -20 -29 -39 -49
-20 -41 -52 -62 -72 -83
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(silver bar coated with silver bromide) with an Ag/AgCI saturated KCI reference
electrode. The relationship between pAg and VAg at various temperatures is shown
in Table 3.
Table 3. VAg* Vs. pAg for AgBr at Various
Temperature"









Calculation based on an Ag/AgCI reference electrode with a potential of 197 mv
vs. S.H.E.





= EAg + 59.1
* In [Ag+] (25C) (3)
ETAg
= EAg + 0.1984*T*ln [Ag+] (4)
59.1*T
ETAg
= 799 - 0.KT-298) + ln[Ag+]
298










T in degree Kelvin
RT
,EAg
= EAg + In [Ag+]
F
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where T is measured as K, absolute temperature,






- E ref. (9)
MV = 799-197-0.1 (T-298) -0 . 1984T*pAg-E ref. (10)
Electrical connection between the two half-cells is made with a flexible salt bridge.
The mv output is displayed and recorded on conventional d. c. millivolt equipment.
The relation between VAg and mv was established by measurement based on a
series of bromide calibration solutions. This study used the following:
Calibration series 1
A KBr solution (1.886 g/l) was diluted to 1.886x1
0"4
grams per liter [1 .585x1
0"6
M,
pBr = 5.8]. AgN03 solution (1 M) was added dropwise, until cloudiness, to saturate
the solution with AgBr.
Since pKs = 12.3 (25C), the pAg
= 6.5 and mv was measured at 83. This value
was used as a check on the system mv with no agitation.
Calibration series 2
A KBr solution (4.7604 g/l, 0.04 M) was diluted to 0.01 M, 0.004 M, 0.001 M,
0.0004 M, and 0.0001 M. AgN03 (1 M) solution was added dropwise, until
21
cloudiness, to saturate the solutions with AgBr. The mv was measured at 25C,
50C, and 75C under agitation at 3000 rpm corresponding to precipitation condition.
For the 0.01 M solution, since pBr = 2 and pKsp
= 12.3, the pAg = 10.3 at 25C.
Similarly, the pKsp
= 11.2 at 50C, the pAg = 9.2; and the pKsp
= 10.45 at 75C, the
pAg = 8.45.
Re-writing formula (8): pKsp
= 0.15953x(273+t) + 5868/(273+t)
- 12.13 for AgBr,
where t is measured as C. The calculation results are shown in Table 4.
Table 4 . Calculated VAg
* for Bromide Calibration Series
Temp. Concentr ation of KBr with Saturated AgBr
0.04M 0.01M 0.004M 0.001M 0. 0004M 0.0001M
pBr 1.4 2.0 2.4 3.0 3.4 4.0
25C
PKsp 12.3 12.3 12.3 12.3
12.3 12.3
pAg 10.9 10.3 9.9 9.3 8.9 8.3
VAg -44.9 -9.5 14.1 49.7 73.3 108.8
50C 11.2 11.2 11.2 11.2 11.2 11.2
pAg 9.8 9.2 8.8 8.2 7.8 7.2
VAg -31.0 7.4 33.1 71.5 97.2 135.6
75C 10.45 10.45 10.45 10.45 10.45 10.45
pAg 9.05 8.45 8.05 7.45
7.05 6.45
VAg -30.3 11.1 38.7 80.1 107.7
149.2
* Calculation based on an Ag/AgCI reference electrode with a
potential of 197 mv vs. S.H.E.
The following two conditions were used to check the mv
measurement:
1) 25C +83mv, with no agitation,
2) 70C -27mv, with agitation,
using a 0.01 M KBr, (1.1902 g/liter)
standard solution (pAg 10.3).
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C. Basic Tabular-grain Emulsion Makes
The target was a silver halide emulsion with tabular-grains of at least 1 um average
diameter with an aspect ratio of at least 10.
1 . Formula 1 Silver Bromochloride emulsion
A halide solution (2.96 N total, 58.11% bromide, 41.89% chloride) (A) , a silver
nitrate solution (2 N) (B), and a kettle solution of 750 milliliters of 2.81% phthalated
bone-gelatin solution (pH 4.55) containing 0.47 N potassium chloride and 0.01 N
potassium bromide (C) were prepared. A and B were simultaniously pumped into C
at 1.9 ml/min over 5 minutes at 55C with agitation at 1500 rpm. The rate was then
increased linearly to 5.7 ml/min which was reached over a period of 69 minutes. A
was also delivered through the feedback line maintaining the mv at -128.2 (pAg
10.2). A total of 0.5 moles of silver was used. The emulsion was cooled to 15C.
The pH was adjusted to 3.0 by dropwise addition of 1.0 N H2S04 to coagulate the
emulsion. The supernatant liquor was decanted. Distilled water was added to restore
the original volume. The pH was adjusted to 6.4 by adding 1.0 N NaOH, heating to
35C and stirring until the coagulum was redispersed. The
pH was then adjusted to
4.2 to re-coagulate the emulsion. The supernatant liquor was decanted and the
following were added:
Inert gelatin 45.53 grams
Distilled water to 910.6 grams
A sample was taken for a carbon-replica transmission electron microscope study.
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The photomicrographs did not show the presence of twinned grains. This result
supported the commonly accepted concept that Ag(Br)CI grains do not form
substantial {111} faces even with a {111} face growth modifier unless oxidized
gelatin is used as peptizer. Reduced adsorption of the methionine-free gelatin on the
AgX surface is thought to provide a greater probability for grain twinning and
less-
gelatin-inhibited lateral grain growth takes place12.
2. Formula 2 Silver lodobromide emulsion
A halide solution (2.235 N, 94.64% potassium bromide, 5.36% potassium iodide) (D),
a silver nitrate solution (1.995 N) (E), and a kettle solution of 750 millileters of a
1.46% phthalated bone-gelatin solution (pH 5.8) containing 0.12 N potassium
bromide (14.29 g /I) (F) were prepared. D and E were simultaniously pumped into F
at 1.24 ml/min over 8 minutes at 55C with agitation at 1500 rpm. The pre-nuleation
mv was measured at -2.9. The post-nucleation mv was measured at -52.6. The
flow rates were then increased linearly to 7.42 ml/min over a period of 49 minutes.
A potassium bromide solution (2 N) was delivered through the feedback line to
maintaining the mv at -52.5 (pAg 10.2). A total of 0.375 moles of silver was used.
The emulsion was cooled to 15C, washed by the same coagulation procedure as in
Formula 1. The following were added:
Inert gelatin 52.46 grams
Distilled water to make 1049.2 grams
2J. E. Maskasky, J. Imag.Sci. , 33:13, 1989
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The emulsion was redispersed at a temperature of 40C and pH 6.2. The pAg was
measured at 40C and adjusted to 8.0 with a 10% KBr solution and the pH to 6.5
with NaOH. The emulsion was stored in the refrigerator.
A sample was taken for carbon-replica electron microscopic study (Fig. 7 ). A small
amount of 0.3 um plastic beads were added as a size reference.
The carbon replica was prepared with a shadow angle of
18
to help calculate
crystal thickness. The crystals in the photomicrographs were classified as follows:
regular hexagons, incipient triangles from hexagons, triangles, incipient triangles from
trapezoids, rods not changed to trapezoids, and pebble-like conventional. The
photomicrographs were analyzed for information regarding % of population, average
diameter, thickness, and aspect ratio of each emulsion. The grain morphology
statistics (Table 5) was obtained for emulsion made by Formula 2.
Table 5. Emulsion TBrI* Grain Morphology
Classes
Regular hexagons
Incipient triangles from hexagons
Triangles
Incipient triangles from trapezoids
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Table 6. Emulsion Code Description
Emulsion Code Description
TBrI AgBrI
TND1,2,3 AgBr, No dye added during precipitation
TDNUC AgBr, Dye added at nucleation
TD35 AgBr, Dye added at 35% pep
TD70 AgBr, Dye added at 70% pep
TD80 AgBr, Dye added at 80% pep
TD90 AgBr, Dye added at 90% pep
TD100 AgBr, Dye added at 100% pep, i.e., at the
beginning of Ostwald ripening
3. Formula 3 Pure silver bromide emulsion
As compared to Formula 2, the temperature was raised to 70C (15C increase).
The ratio of concentration of halide solution to AgN03 solution was raised to 2:1
from 1:1. The precipitation time was doubled to 106 minutes. All the halide was
added through the main flow line.
A potassium bromide solution (2 N) (G), a silver nitrate solution (1 N) (H), and a
kettle solution consisting of 500 ml of 1.47% phthalated bone-gelatin solution (pH
5.8), potassium bromide (0.037 N, 4.4 grams/liter) (I) were prepared. The
pre-
nucleation mv was measured at -75 at 70C. G and H were simultaniously pumped
into I at 0.6 ml/min over 20 minutes with agitation at 1400 rpm. The mv was
maintained constant at -25mv (pAg 10.3) by adjusting the KBr pump. The rate was
then increased linearly to 5.7 ml/min over a period of 106 minutes. A total of 0.3175
moles of silver was used. The emulsion was held for 14 minutes for Ostwald
ripening, then cooled to 30C and washed by the same coagulation procedure as in
Formula 1. The following were added:
27
Inert gelatin 46.44 grams
Distilled water to make 890 grams
pAg adjusted to 8.0 (40C).
Transmission electron micrographs were obtained from shadowed carbon-replica
(emulsion TND1, Fig. 8). The photomicrographs showed that the emulsion grains
had an average diameter of 2.25 um, and an average aspect ratio of 25:1. This met
the qualification for the type of tabular-grain emulsion desired for this study. Formula
3 was adopted as the standard model.
4. Formula 4 Tabular-grain 7 liter
A potassium bromide solution (2 N) (J), a silver nitrate solution (1 N) (K), and a
kettle solution of 2 liters of a 1.5% phthalated bone-gelatin solution (pH 5.7)
containing 0.04 N potassium bromide (R) were prepared. The prenucleation mv was
measured at -411.3 (reference solutions:
10"2
KBr read 8.2 mv;
10"3
KBr read 65.8
mv; at 25C). J and K were simultaniously pumped into R at 2.8 ml/min over 10
minutes at 70C with a high shear mixer at 37 rpm to 46 rpm. A constant pAg of
10.3 was maintained by adjusting the KBr pump. The rate was then increased
linearly to 26.6 ml/min over a period of 106 minutes. A total of 1.27 moles of silver
was used. The emulsion was held for 14 minutes for Ostwald ripening, then cooled
to 30C and washed by the same coagulation procedure as in Formula 1. The
following were added:
Inert gelatin 185.9 grams






mv adjusted to 67 mv
pH adjusted to 6.2 (40C).
Electron microscopy samples were prepared according to the following procedure:
a. The enzyme was added to the emulsion in a small glass bottle, D.I. water was
then added. The temperature was raised to 40C and kept for 12 hours. The bottle
was shaken every 2 hours,
b. The supernatant liquid was poured off,
c. The sample was washed 4 times with hot D.I. water and centrifuged.
Scanning electron photomicrographs for emulsion TND2 were taken (Fig. 9). Very
large (7 um), thin (0.1 um), high aspect ratio (70:1) double-twinned hexagon and
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Fig, 9 Emulsion TND2
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D. Introduction of Spectral Sensitizing Dye
Dye
(3-Ethyl-6,7-benzo-benzoxazol-2-yl)(1-ethyl-3-(3-diethylamino-n-propyl)benzimidazol-2-
yl) tricarbocyanine (Dye I) was used for spectral sensitization.
The emulsion preparation experiments with the dye introduced at various stages are
summarized in Table 7.
Table 7 . Summary of Experiments




































Dye I (0.2223 g in 30 ml of methanol) was added to
0.318 moles of emulsion to
provide coverage at 700 mg/mol Ag for emulsion TD80, and TDNUC during
precipitation. Dye I (0.4445 g in 60 ml of methanol) was added to 1.27 moles of
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emulsion to provide coverage at 350 mg/mol Ag for emulsions TD100, TD35, TD70,
and TD90) during precipitation. A 0.3% solution of Dye I in methanol/water (40/60 by
volume) was used for dye additions before or after chemical sensitization. Table 8
shows the grain classification of emulsion TBrI, TND1, TD80, and TDNUC.
Table 8. Classification of Emulsion Grain TND1, TD80, & TDNUC
Emulsion
Classes TND1 TD80 TDNUC
Regular hexagons 23.7% 15.1% 0%
Incipient triangle from hexagons 5 % 13.2% 0%
Triangles 47.5% 7.5% 0%
Incipient triangles from trapezoids 3.4% 1.9% 0%
Rod not changed to trapezoids 0 % 0 % 0%
Pebble-like 20.3% 62.3% 100%
Table 9 shows the main features of these emulsion grains.
Table 9. Main Features of Emulsion Grain TNDl, TD80, & TDNUC
Emulsion Dye Diameter Aspect ratio Thickness Proj. Area
TNDl None 2.25um
TD80 80% pep 3.00um
TDNUC Nucleation 0.45um
It was notable that emulsion TD80 (Fig. 10) prepared with dye addition at 80% pep
showed rounded non-sharp edges while emulsion TND1 which did not have added
dye showed clear, sharp edges.
It was noted in the photomicrograph (Fig. 11) for emulsion TDNUC that there were
no twinned grains. Tabular-crystal growth in emulsion TDNUC was apparently
inhibited at its nucleation step by the dye addition resulting in 100% of the
population being in the form of pebble-like grains. This indicated that dye introduced
25:1 0.0 9um 89%
25:1 0. 12um 99%
1:1 0 . 45um 0%























at this point inhibited further grain growth giving small non-tabular grains. The
absorption spectrum of a methanol solution of Dye I was run on a Shimadzu UV
2100U UV-Visible Scanning Spectrophotometer over the spectral region of 400-650
nm (Fig. 12). Reflectance spectra of emulsions TND1, TD80, and TDNUC were run
(Fig. 13).
Emulsions TND1 and TD80 show a common spectral peak at 547 nm which is a
bathochromic shift from the molecular absorption band at 514 nm in dye solution.
Emulsion TDNUC shows J-aggregation banding at 560 nm. It can be noted that the
photomicrographs showed the inhibition of tabular-grain growth for that emulsion.
The pH and mv of emulsions TND1ACS, TND1BCS, and TD80 were measured at
40C. The pH was adjusted to 6.2 and then the mv adjusted to +19.5 by the
addition of a 0.1% KBr solution. A final pH adjustment 6.5 was made.
The precipitation and dye addition conditions for emulsions TND2, TND3, TD100,
TD35, TD70, and TD90 are shown in Table 6. All emulsions were made up with
gelatin at the ratio of 170 grams of gelatin per mole Ag, and then adjusted to a pH
of 6.2 and a mv of +67.
Data acquisition during emulsification permitted the generation of plots of the mv
versus time. Fig. 14, 15, and 16 show the millivolt data for the nucleation, crystal
growth, and Ostwald ripening stages for Emulsion TD35, TD70, and TD90. The
graphs demonstrate good mv control during these emulsion precipitations. Scanning
electron photomicrographs for these emulsions are given in Fig. 17, 18, and 19.
Turbidity measurements (Fig. 20) were made on the
emulsion using a Perkin-Elmer
330 spectrophotometer. The absolute mode was used. Background correction was
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Fig. 12. Absorption of Dye I in Solution
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taken from 650 nm to 290 nm spectrum with distilled water in the quartz cell. Each
emulsion was diluted to yield a final peak density between 0.80 and 1.00 Abs units
and scanned from 650 nm to 290 nm. This measurement provides statistical
information about emulsion grain size and size distribution. Turbidity measurement
indicated that the method of dye introduction influenced the grain size distributions.
Crystal size was in the order: TND3 < TD100 < TD70 < TD90. Dye introduced at
35% pep led to a broader size distribution (emulsion TD35). The electron
photomicrographs showed that it consisted of round shaped crystals which did not
meet the tabular-grain criterion. When dye was introduced at nucleation (emulsion
TDNUC), crystal growth was dramatically inhibited.
Reflectance absorption spectra of samples 1-5 for emulsions TND3, TD100, TD35,
TD70, and TD90, respectively, using the integrating sphere assembly in the
Shimadzu UV-3101 PC spectrophotometer were run. The samples were placed




Photomicrographs for Emulsion TND3
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H*-.. 18. Electron Photomicrographs for Emulsion TD100 & TD35
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E. Chemical Sensitization
1. Digest Experiment 1
Emulsions TND1 and TD80 were prepared and adjusted so that 890 grams of
emulsion contained 53.94 grams of each of gelatin and silver (0.3175 moles,
calculated). Splits of 40 grams of emulsion with 2.42 grams of gelatin and 0.0143
moles of silver were diluted to 200 grams. These 200 gram splits were used for
individual chemical sensitization trials.
a. Preparation of chemical digestion solutions
1) Sulfur soltion (S)
Sodium thiosulfate (0.098 g) was dissolved in distilled water to make 250 ml of
0.0393% solution, i.e., 0.393 mg/ml.
2) Thiocyanate solution (SCN)
Potassium thiocyanate (4.205 g) was dissolved in distilled water to make 250 ml of
1.682% solution, i.e., 16.82 mg/ml.
3) Gold solution (Au)
Auric chloride (0.084 g) was dissolved in distilled water to make 250 ml of 0.0336%
solution, i.e., 0.336 mg/ml.
b. Preparation of post digest solutions
1) Thymol solution
Thymol (0.75 grams) was dissolved in 35 ml
of 50% methanol-water to make a
2.14% solution. The normal usage was 0.022 grams of thymol per gram of gelatin,
i.e., 1.01 ml of solution.
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2) Tetraazaindene solution (Tetraazaindine)
6-Methyl-4-hydroxy-1,3,3a,7-tetraazaindene (12.5 grams) was dissolved in 500 ml of
distilled water to make a 2.5% solution; the pH was adjusted to 7 with sodium
hydroxide solution (1 M).
3) Saponin solution
Saponin (7 grams) was dissolved in 100 ml of distilled water to make a 7% solution.
4) Mucochloric acid solution
Mucochloric acid (1 gram) was dissolved in 100 grams of methanol to make a 1%
solution. Mucochloric acid was used at the rate of 0.5 g of solution per gram of
gelatin.
5) Antifoam solution
T-Butyl alcohol (100 ml) was mixed with 200 ml of ethanol.
c. Addenda usage
Table 10 displays the addenda usages for digest experiment 1.
Table 10. Addenda Usage for Digest Experiment 1













Mucochloric acid 1.10 770.0







4) Tetraazaindene (For emulsion post-digest use only)
5) Dye (For control emulsion TND-ACS only. In the other emulsions dye was
introduced before chemical sensitization)
6) Mucochloric acid
7) Saponin
e. Chemical sensitization design
A two part symbolism is used to define sensitization conditions. The first code is
used for addition sequence. The second code is used for the quantities in mg/mol
Ag. For the second code, the quantities are always given in the order
Dye/S/SCN/Au regardless of the addition order. The first term in parenthesis after
the D is the condition of addition: ACS indicates dye addition after chemical
sensitization; BCS indicates dye addition before chemical sensitization; a
"%"
indicates dye addition at % pep. The second term in parenthesis after the D is the
quantity of dye. For instance, code D/S/SCN/Au D(70%,350)/3.5/600/5 means the
sequence of addition is dye, S, SCN, Au with dye 350 mg added at 70% pep, sulfur
3.5 mg, thiocyanate 600 mg, and gold 5 mg for 1 mole of silver.
Digest experiment 1 is summarized in Table 11. Digestions were run at 50C for a
time series 0', 30', 60', 90', and 120'.
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g. Silver coating weight calculation:
Coating dimension: 45 cm x 12.8 cm = 576
cm2





D(ACS, 700) /5. 0/300/3
"
D(ACS, 700) /3. 5/600/3






D (ACS, 700) /5. 0/600/5
D(BCS,700) /3. 5/150/3




D (BCS, 700) /5. 0/600/3
D(BCS,700) /3. 5/150/5


















Emulsion used: 0.0143 moles of silver for each time set for 6 trials.
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Calculation: 0.0143 moles /6 trials/576 x 104units = 0.04 mol
Ag/m2
= 4 g Ag/m2.




2. Digest Experiment 2
Chemical sensitization of emulsions (0.1 mole splits) TND2 (278.1 grams), TND3
(281.4 grams), TD100 (287.9 grams), TD35 (286.7 grams), TD70 (289.5 grams), and
TD90 (289.1 grams) was carried out with the addenda usage shown in Table 12.
The chemical sensitizations of emulsions TND3, TD100, TD35, TD70, and TD90
were carried out by adding the required amount of S, SCN, and Au at 50C and
then digesting for 60 minutes. Nine digest conditions were chosen (Table 13). At 5
minutes before the end of digest, fixed amounts of tetraazaindene, dye for control
emulsion TND3, antifoggant, potassium bromide, wetting agent, and hardener
solutions were added to the emulsions after cooling to 40C.
3. Digest Experiment 3
Chemical sensitization and spectral sensitizations were carried out with a blend of
emulsions TND2 & TND3 and individual emulsions TD100, TD70, TD90 (Table 14).
Chemical sensitizers and dye were added in the following manners:
Blend of Emulsion TND2 and TND313:
a. The blend was digested [S/SCN/Au] at 50C for 60 minutes; the temperature
13The emulsions were blended to provide a single bulk of
emulsion sufficient for the digest experiment.
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was then lowered to 40C, the dye added and then held for 10 minutes. The
stabilizers were then added. This represented the control emulsion.










































































b. The dye was added at 40C and held for 10 minutes; the temperature was
then increased to 50C and the same S-SCN-Au digest was carried out for 60
minutes. The same stabilizers were then added.
c. The dye was added at 50C and held for 30 minutes; the same S-SCN-Au
digest was carried out for 30 minutes; the temperature was lowered to 40C, and
the stabilizers were then added.
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Table 13. Summary of Digest Experiment 2
Group Emulsion Experiment Condition
1 TND3 S/SCN/Au/D D(ACS, 350) /0.5/ 60/ 0.5
TD100 D/S/SCN/Au D ( 100%, 350) /0.5/ 60/ 0.5
TD35 t t D ( 35%, 350) /0.5/ 60/ 0.5
TD70 i i D ( 70%, 350) /0.5/ 60/ 0.5
TD90 i i D ( 90%, 350) /0.5/ 60/ 0.5
2 TND3 S/SCN/Au/D D(ACS, 350) 11.01 120/ 1.0
TD100 D/S/SCN/Au D ( 100%, 350) /1.0/ 120/ 1.0
TD35 r i D( 35%, 350) 11.01 120/ 1.0
TD70
i I
D( 70%, 350) 11.0/ 120/ 1.0
TD90 I I D( 90%, 350) 11.01 120/ 1.0
3 TND3 S/SCN/Au/D D ACS,:350)/
'
2.0/ 120/ 2.0
TD100 D/S/SCN/Au D 100%, 350) /2.0/ 120/ 2.0
TD35 i i D 35%, 350) /2.0/ 120/ 2.0
TD70
r i
D 70%, 350) /2.0/ 120/ 2.0
TD90
r i
D 90%, 350) /2.0/ 120/ 2.0
4 TND3 S/SCN/Au/D D ACS, 700) /3.5/ 600/ 5.0
TD100 D/S/SCN/Au/D D 100%, 700) /3.5/ 600/ 5.0
TD35
r r
D 35%, 700) /3.5/ 600/ 5.0
TD70
i /
D 70%, 700) /3.5/ 600/ 5.0
TD90
i i
D 90%, 700) /3.5/ 600/ 5.0
5 TND3 S/SCN/Au/D D ACS, 350) 13. 5/1200/ 5.0
TD100 D/S/SCN/Au D 100% 350) 13. 5/1200/ 5.0
TD35
i i
D 35% 350) 13. 5/1200/ 5.0
TD7 0
i i
D ; 70% 350) 13. 5/1200/ 5.0
TD90
i i
D ! 90% ,350) 13. 5/1200/ 5.0
6 TND3 S/SCN/Au/D D (ACS, 350) 11. 0/1200/ 5.0
TD100 D/S/SCN/Au D ;ioo% ,350) 11. 0/1200/ 5.0
TD35
c / D ( 35% ,350) 11. 0/1200/ 5.0
TD70
t 1 D ( 70% ,350) 11. 0/1200/ 5.0
TD90
1 1 D ( 90% ,350) 11. 0/1200/ 5.0
7 TND3 S/SCN/Au/D D (ACS, 350) 13. 5/1200/10.0
TD100 D/S/SCN/Au D (100% ,350) 13. 5/1200/10.0
TD35
/ / D ( 35% ,350) 13. 5/1200/10.0
TD70
/ / D ( 70% ,350) 13. 5/1200/10.0
TD90
i i D ( 90% ,350) 13. 5/1200/10.0
8 TND3 S/SCN/Au/D D (ACS, 350 13. 5/1600/ 5.0
TD100 D/S/SCN/Au D (100% 13. 5/1600/ 5.0
TD35
t i D ( 35% ,350 13. 5/1600/ 5.0
TD70
i i D ( 70% ,350 13. 5/1600/ 5.0
TD90
i i D ( 90% ,350 13. 5/1600/ 5.0
9 TND3 S/SCN/Au/D D (ACS, 350 13. 5/1600/10.0
TD100 D/S/SCN/Au D (100% ,350 13. 5/1600/10.0
TD35
i i D ( 35% ,350 13. 5/1600/10.0
TD70
i i D ( 70% ,350 13. 5/1600/10.0
TD90
i i D ( 90% ,350 ) 13. 5/1600/10.0
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d. The dye and KSCN solutions were added sequentially at 50C and held for
30 minutes. The sulfur and gold solutions were then sequentially added and held for
30 minutes; the temperature was lowered to 40C. The stabilizers were then added.
Emulsions TD100, TD70, and TD90:
e-g. Emulsions TD100, TD70, and TD90 were each digested at 50C for 60
minutes. The temperature was then lowered to 40C, and the stabilizers were added.
No further dye was added during or after the digestion. Precision coatings were
made with Ag coverage at 2 g/m2.
Table 14 . Summary of Digest Experiment 3
Sample Emulsion Weight Mole
















































The samples were exposed for 0.5 seconds with an EK 101 sensitometer using a
1.5 neutral density filter and either a Kodak Written No. 47A for blue exposures or
No. 61 for green exposures. Samples were processed using Kodak RP X-ray

























The developer concentrate (632 grams) was diluted with distilled water to make the
developer solution (2500 grams). In cases where high fog occured, 6-nitro-
benzimidazole (10% aqueous solution: 32.87, 41.09, or 65.74 grams) was added to
2.5 liters of developer solution. The fix concentrate (643 grams) was diluted with
distilled water to make the fix solution (2500 grams).
Samples were developed for 1 minute or 2 minutes, fixed for 10 minutes, then tap-
water washed for 2 hours at room temperature. They were read in a computerized
ESCO Speedmaster densitometer.
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The sensitometric parameters are defined as follows:
Dmin: Lowest density value occuring on the exposed side of the
fiducial mark
Dmax: Highest density value occuring on the exposed side of the
fiducial mark
Toe Speed: Log S = Log 1/E (E in erg/cm2) corresponding to a density of
0.25 above Dmin
Speed: Log S = Log 1/E (E in erg/cm2) corresponding to a density of
1.00 above Dmin
ANSI Speed: 1/E (E in erg/cm2) corresponding to a density of 1.00 above
Dmin [Note: Speed = Log (ANSI Speed)]
Blue sensitivity (Kodak Written No. 47A filter exposure) is used as a measure of
chemical sensitization efficiency. Minus blue sensitivity (Kodak Written No. 61 filter
exposure) is used as a measure of spectral sensitization efficiency.
2. Spectrogram Test
Spectrograms were obtained using a spectrosensitometer.
3. Dye Leaching Test
Coated samples of the emulsions, with dye introduced at various stages, were
individually immersed in methanol-water solution (1 :1 W/W) in a graduate cylinder for
2 minutes and then washed for 1 minute. Absorbance mode spectra were obtained
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on the leached samples using an integrating sphere with a Shimadzu UV-3101PC
spectrophotometer. The samples were placed against a black backing for readings




1 . Speed versus digestion time curves and speed comparison for emulsion
TND1-ACS and TND1-BCS in Digest Experiment 1 are shown in Fig. 22-25.
2. The effects of digest condition on speed and fog for emulsions TND3, TD100,
TD35, TD70, and TD90 are shown in Fig. 26-35 and are summarized in Table 15.
The optimum level was found to be S at 3.5 mg, SCN at 600 mg (120 x Au), and
Au at 5 mg per mole of silver for emulsions TND2 and TND3.
Table 15 . Best Performance for Digest Experiment 2
Emulsion TND3 TD100 TD35 TD70 TD90
Dye Introduction (pep) ACS 100% 35% 70% 90%
Blue Speed 1.18 1.11 1.37 1.67 1.57
Minus Blue Speed 1.42 1.49 1.53 1.85 2.09
3. The effects of digest condition for Digest Experiment 3 are shown in Fig. 36.
In this experiment, the letters represent:
a. Control: no dye during precipitation, S-SCN-Au digested at 50C for 60', then
dye added at 40C, held for 10'; [S/SCN/Au/D(ACS-40C)]
b. No dye during precipitation, dye added at 40C and held for 10', then
S-
SCN-Au digested at 50C for 60'; [D(BCS-40C,10')/S/SCN/Au]
c. No dye during precipitation, dye added at 50C and held for 30', then
S-
SCN-Au digested at 50C for 30'; [D(BCS-50C,30')/S/SCN/Au]
d. No dye during precipitation, dye and SCN were added at 50C and held for
30', S-Au digested for another 30'; [(D/SCN-50C,30')/S/Au]
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e. Dye added at 100% pep (i.e., at the beginning of Ostwald ripening),
S-SCN-Au digested at 50C for 60'; [D(100%)/S/SCN/Au]
f. Dye added at 70% pep, S-SCN-Au digested at 50C for 60';
[D(70%)/S/SCN/Au]
g. Dye added at 90% pep, S-SCN-Au digested at 50C for 60';
[D(90%)/S/SCN/Au]. Their speeds and fog were found to rank in the order ~
Blue Speed: [D(70%)/S/SCN/Au] > [D(90%)/S/SCN/Au] > [D(BCS-
40C,10')/S/SCN/Au] > [D(100%)/S/SCN/Au] > [S/SCN/Au/D (ACS-40C)] > [D(BCS-
50C,30*)/S/SCN/Au] > [(D/SCN-50C,30')/S/Au]
Green Speed: [D(70%)/S/SCN/Au] > [D(90%)/S/SCN/Au] > [D(100%)/S/SCN/Au] >
[D(BCS-40C,10')/S/SCN/Au] > [D(BCS-50C,30')/S/SCN/Au] > [S/SCN/Au/D(ACS-
40C)] > [(D/SCN-50C,30')/S/Au]
Fog.: [D(100%)/S/SCN/Au] < [D(BCS-40C,10')/S/SCN/Au] < [D(BCS-
50C,30')/S/SCN/Au] < [(D/SCN-50C,30')/S/Au] < [D(70%)/S/SCN/Au]
< [D(90%)/S/SCN/Au] < [S/SCN/Au/D(ACS-40C)]
B. Spectrogram Results
Spectrograms are shown in Fig. 37. In comparing these with the absorbance spectra
(Fig. 21), it is noted that the absorption maxima differ. This indicated absorption
changes when dye was introduced before precipitation was complete. An increased
absorption was observed from 440 nm to 500 nm when dye was introduced after
the nucleation but before precipitation completion. This agreed with the increased
chemical sensitization efficiency.
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A bathochromic shift of the long wavelength absorption band was found for the three
emulsions in which the dye was introduced at 70%, 90%, and 100% pep and can
explain the increase in spectral sensitization efficiency. No J-band was observed
since the dye was a non-symmetrically structured dye and therefore not considered
as a J-aggregating dye. The choice of this dye was deliberate to help clarify the role
of the dye with respect to growth modifier, epitaxial growth site director, and so on.
C. Dye Leaching Test Results
The dye leaching test results are shown in Fig. 38, 39, and 40 in which the
reflectance spectra were taken in the Abs. mode for the coated samples. In the
figures, reflectances of spectra of the original coatings (a) are plotted with those of
the leached coatings (b) for samples A to E. (Note: Samples 1 and 2 represent
different S/SCN/Au levels)
A1 and A2 for emulsion TND3 D(ACS) /S/SCN/Au
B1 and B2 for emulsion TD100 D(100%)/S/SCN/Au
C1 and C2 for emulsion TD35 D( 35%)/S/SCN/Au
D1 and D2 for emulsion TD70 D( 70%)/S/SCN/Au
E1 and E2 for emulsion TD90 D( 90%)/S/SCN/Au
Fewer reflectance decreases were observed in B to E sets than in the A set. This
indicated that sensitizing dye leached into the methanol-water solution more readily
from the conventionally dyed samples than the
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It was demonstrated in this study that tabular-grain emulsions yielded higher blue
and minus blue sensitivities, when dye was added at 70% or 90% pep, than they
were conventionally sensitized (including dye addition before chemical
sensitization)14. Additionally, lower fog was obtained.
Dye leaching tests suggest that the dye introduced during the silver halide
precipitation stage is more tightly bonded to the crystals. This would indicate that the
bonding is more than Van der Waals forces or static forces and some special
linkage between dye molecules introduced during precipitation and tabular-crystals
must exist.
Dyes of this type have multiple effects when introduced during the crystal formation:
1. A dye adsorbing preferentially on {111} crystal surfaces promotes octahedral
grain growth, while a dye adsorbing preferentially on {100} crystal surfaces promotes
cubic grain structure. The dye in this study blocked tabular-grain further growth
when it was added at the nucleation (emulsion TDNUC) or 35% of crystal formation
stage (emulsion TD35). This indicated that the dye did not preferentially adsorb on
{111} faces and would not be considered a tabular-grain growth modifier. Because
of their non-symmetrical molecular structures, dyes of this type are not considered
"This result agreed with the report of Locker et al., USP




good J-aggregating dyes. It was noted by
Maskasky8
that a typical J-aggregating
dye could function as a silver halide epitaxial growth site director by inhibiting the
grain main {111} surfaces from random overgrowth deposition while allowing growth
to occur at the corners and edges of the grains. Therefore, it appears that dyes
which are neither tabular-grain growth modifiers nor silver halide epitaxial growth site
directors, when used in this way, can improve the chemical sensitization efficiency
for tabular-grain emulsions.
2. The dye used in this study functions as a grain morphology modifier. It is
believed to cover not only the crystal main surface area but also part of the planes
located along the contours of corners and edges which provide good geometry for
sensitivity centers to develop in conventional digest procedures. For tabular-grains,
the addition of the dye is thought to limit the number of sensitivity centers by
restricting potential sensitizing locations which facilitate the chemical sensitization as
well as the formation of developable latent-image centers. This results in less
competition for photoelectrons. The efficiency of chemical sensitization increases.
3. The dye functions as an ordinary spectral sensitizer by its adsorption on the
crystals and its absorption of light in the minus blue spectrum region.
4. When the dye is introduced at a suitable pep, it appears to reduce chemical
sensitization fog. The introduction of dye during pricipitation reduces the number of
sensitivity centers. Statistically, this lower number of sensitivity centers will result in
fewer sensitivity specks that become fog centers. Overall, this results in lower fog.
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VII. CONCLUSION
The experimental results indicate that in the preparation of tabular-grain emulsions,
the addition of a non-symmetrically structured methine dye at 70% or 90%
completion of precipitation yields higher blue and minus blue sensitivities and a
substantially lower fog than for emulsions conventionally digested and spectrally
sensitized (including dye addition before chemical sensitization). This indicates
improved efficiencies for both chemical and spectral sensitization.
A possible explanation is that such a dye acts as a grain morphology modifier,
changing the morphology of the shell emulsion, and thus the dye effectively controls
the chemical sensitization. From a crystal growth standpoint, any emulsion grain can
be considered a
"core/shell"
grain. The initial crystallite is the "core", and the
subsequent structure is the "shell". There is a dye addition effect, even at the early
tabular-grain formation stage. The addition of the dye is believed to cover most of
the main surfaces and part of the edges of the crystals. Chemical sensitization then
selectively takes place only on the dyeless regions, i.e., uncovered corners and
edges. Thus, the dispersity of sensitizing specks on tabular grains decreases. This
results in less competition for photoelectrons and higher quantum sensitivity. Since
the number of sensitivity centers decreases, the overall number of sensitivity specks
overgrowing to fog centers also decreases, resulting in lower fog.
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VIII. IDEAS FOR FURTHER WORK
A. Expose the samples to the Dmax, and use "Arrested
Development"
technique9,
then take carbon replica electron photomicrographs to observe the developed silver
number and locations on the grains. This will directly examine the explanation in the
thesis conclusion.
B. Investigate the effects of introduction of a symmetrically structured J-aggregating
dye at nucleation, 35%, 70%, 80%, 90%, and 100% pep.
C. Investigate the effects of introduction of a dye adsorbing preferentially on {111}
faces (considered as a tabular-grain growth modifier) at various pep's.
D. Thermodynamic, surface, and other instrumental analyses can shed more light on
the nature of the linkage between dye molecules and the crystal lattices of the
emulsions with dye introduction during various precipitation stages.
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I. BASIC STRUCTURE CHARACTER
Tabular grains have octahedral habit, but their internal structure is still cubic-close-
packed. The outward appearance of tabular grains is flat triangles or hexagons with
thicknesses usually only 1/5 to 1/10 of their diameters, or even less.
II. PERFORMANCES
A. Speed Dependence on Grain Size
Farnell and Solman (1) described a linear proportionality between maximum speed
and grain size. In an early literature, the same relation was shown in a diagram
(Fig. 1) by Wightman, Trivelli and Sheppard (2) when they investigated
systematically the dependence of the sensitometric characteristics of photographic
emulsions on their structure.
The accepted equation for photo-sensitivity (3) is:
1/Em=P/r and P=kV=khx
where 1/Em is defined as the median speed of an emulsion layer,
Em is considered to be a reasonable approximation of the exposure




P denotes the absorptivity of the grain,
r relates to the number of absorbed quanta required to make the grain
developable and therefore relates to the efficiency of chemical
sensitization and to quantum sensitivity,
1
k is absorption coefficient depending on the halide ratio,
V is the grain volume,
h is thickness,
x is projection area. For a constant thickness, h, P is then directly
proportional to projection area x and then the same proportionality
holds for sensitivity and size.
Carrol, Higgins and James (4) pointed out that the size of the grain is important
because the probability that a grain will absorb a quantum from a given exposure is
proportional to the grain volume in the inherent absoption of the silver halide but to
a lower power in the region of absorption by a sensitizing dye. The granularity of a
developed image is also dependent on the size of the grains. Because of the
dependence of absorption on grain size, emulsion speed varies directly with mean
grain size. Wey (28) and Solberg et al.(26) reported that the emulsions with larger
average grain sizes had improved speed/granularity ratio.
B. Covering Power and Ag Coverage
Covering power (CP) is defined as the optical density per unit mass of developed
silver. CP is strongly depends on the
development. CP is also a function of grain
shape and inversely proportional to grain thickness.
Farnall and Solman (1)
observed that reducing grain thickness
increases CP. For emulsions with mean grain
projective areas, a > 0.05um2, the CP is roughly inversely
proportional to a1/2.
Dickerson (31) reported higher CP for a high
aspect thin tabular grain emulsion.
Thus, it may be concluded that the equivalent density for a given material would be
acheived at a reduced Ag coverage when a tabular grain emulsion is used (Fig. 2).
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C. Granularity
It has generally been considered that a single crystal grain is the unit of
photographic action and that developability is not transferred from one grain to
another. However, there is some evidence that when two or more grains are in
contact that this
"clump"
acts as a unit, and the reducibility of one grain becomes
sufficient for the development of the entire clump. This effect was reported by
Trivelli, Righter and Sheppard (5) to be particularly marked for a special emulsion.
The grains were of an extended range of sizes with a large proportion as thin
polyhedral grains, i.e., practically flat plates of diameters up to ten or twelve times
their thickness. The variation in grain pattern clearly accounted for the differences in
behavior. Since ordinary emulsions run the gamut between these extremes, it is
evident that the extent of the transfer of developability can vary from substantially
zero to a considerable degree. Because of this effect of transfer of developability,
partial grain development can be used for tabular-grain emulsions to get the density
required.
In the random-dot granularity model (9.b), developed grains are represented by
circular disks of area and uniform absorptance. The crucial assumptions are:
1. the centers of disks are distributed completely at random without constraints
according to Poisson statistics
2. the disks only modifies light intensity (such effect of physical optics as
diffraction and light scatter are ignored)
3. the incident light is collimated.




/ 1 = 0.434ag(n/A)1/2,
where D is the mean optical density,
n is the average number of disk centers per unit area,
a is the circular disks of area,
g is the uniform absorptance,
<fD is the rms density fluctuation,
(% is the rms transmittance fluctuation,
t is the mean transmittance,
A is the microscopic circular aperture area.
The granularity is now proportional to the projected area of the developed AgX
grains. In the case of partial grain development, i.e., only part of the AgX in each
tabular grain is reduced, the size of the developed silver particle, i.e., the project
area is smaller and therefore lower graininess is obtained. It should be noted that
granularity would increase at reduced Ag coverage.
D. Spectral Sensitization
In an emulsion in which all the crystals are of the same composition but varying
size, the optimum concentration of dye tends to be proportional to the surface of the
grain and the sensitivity in the region of spectral sensitization follows. Referring
again to the sensitivity equation,
1/Em=P/r,
the absorptivity of the dyed grain P in the sensitized
region is equal to k, the
absorption coefficient of the dyed grain, and s is the surface area of the grain. This
means that the optimum quantity of a dye needed to sensitize
similar emulsions of
different grain sizes resulting in about the same
fractional coverage. The greater the
surface area, therefore, the more dye adsorbed per grain,
results in an increase in
the amount of light absorbed per grain.
Increase in sensitivity to white light is
significant because a greater part of the
spectrum becomes photographically active. This is a
net gain because it is not
accompanied by any increase in
granularity. The increase in absorption and hence
in sensitivity is the greatest for
chloride emulsions, which have very little inherent
absorption in the visible, and is greater for grains with high surface area, i.e., fine-
grains or tabular grains which optimally require dye concentrations. Panchromatic
sensitization may increase speed of fast emulsions to white light by 50% or more.
Carroll, Macwilliam and Henrickson (6) reported a very interesting experiment in
1961. They wanted to know if there was an effect of chemical sensitization on
spectral sensitization. The relative spectral sensitivities of the emulsions differing
only in chemical sensitization had been compared and found to be the same. "Two
emulsions were
used,"
they wrote, "each with no chemical sensitization, sulfur
sensitization, and sulfur-plus-gold sensitization, and five spectral sensitizations used
with each emulsion and type of chemical
sensitization."
Their results showed no
indication that intermediate energy levels which might be produced by chemical
sensitization interact differently with sensitivity in the region of AgX absorption and
in the region of dye absorption. Choosing the emulsions with the fewest crystal
defects, the experimental data indicated that there was no difference in dye relative
quantum yield versus the different chemical sensitization.
Logically speaking, since different chemical sensitization cannot give variation in
spectral sensitization, the only cause of the improvement in the region of dye
absorption on the tabular grain emulsions is the superiority of the large surface area
of its structure.
However, an effect of chemical sensitization caused by spectral sensitizing dyes has
been recognized since the 1970's. Leubner (7) proposed that dye-caused chemical
sensitization was due to hole-trapping. It was found that independent of the
polarographic reduction potentials
- Ered, dyes with oxidation potential
- Eox less than
0.5v chemically sensitized the emulsions strongly. The dyes were thought to react
successfully with the intrinsic holes (Br). The 0.5v level was also considered due to
shallow hole-trapping by sulfur-plus-gold centers and the energy level of
1
mobile
surface positive holes. Dyes with Eox < 0.5v should provide hole-traps. Because of
hMrapping, the concentration of the holes decreased and an improvement in
chemical sensitization efficiency would be reached. Maximum chemical sensitization
by dyes was obtained for 0.3v < Eox < 0.5v. For Eox >1.0v, no chemical sensitization
was probable. The 1.0v Eox threshold was attributed to valence-band events. The




It is necessary to identify whether the improvement in the efficiency of chemical
sensitization is achieved by chemical effects (such as interaction between the dye
and the chemical sensitizing specks) or by physical effects (such as dye adsorption
onto special sites of the crystals).
Generally, about 60% of a monolayer coverage of the total available surface area of
surface sensitive AgX grains can be covered by the dyes. If a spectral sensitizing
dye is adsorbed to the tabular grain surface in a substantially optimum amount, that
is, in an amount sufficient to reach 60% coverage, the maximum photographic
speed is attainable from the grains, the bigger surface area leads to a greater
amount of dye adsorbed and a more ideal spectral speed is gained. In particular, a
very large increase in blue speed of the
AgBr and AgBrl emulsions as compared to
their native blue speed when blue spectral sensitizers were used was shown by
Abbott et al. (34).
Duffin (8.a) introduced a concept "the ratio of the surface area/volume" to measure
this effect more precisely. At incomplete coverage, tabular grains would be expected
to have a larger number of dye molecules per unit volume than a polyhedral grain
so that tabular grain emulsions which have higher surface area/volume ratio can
have a greater increase in sensitivity.
E. Sharpness
According to the experimental result of James (9):
1. For spherical AgBr and AgCI grains, smaller particles have bigger scattering
efficiency factors on all wavelengths in the eye-visible region and bigger particles
have smaller ones,
2. For cubic AgBr, the grains of 0.47um have the biggest scattering and then the
efficiency factors go down as the grain sizes become even bigger and bigger up to
about 0.8um (Fig. 3),
6.47
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3. Specular densities are bigger in the blue region for the grains of 0.22-0.32um,
in the green and red region for 0.47-0.67um.
Another group of data reported by Zwick (32) gives a measurement of % of
transmitted light.
Table 1. Measurement of Trasmitted Light





















Since larger grains have less scatter than medium size grains and AgX grains
having diameter of 0.2-0.6um exhibit maximum scattering of visible light, in the
design of a color negative film, the use of AgX grain (0.7-1.5um) in the overlying
blue-sensitive emulsion layer AgX grain (0.7-1
.5um)
would reduce light scattering,
i.e., the tabular grains in the blue-layer can be used to improve the sharpness of an
underlying layer. Advantageous sharpness characteristics obtainable with high
aspect ratio tabular grain are attributable to the reduction of high angle scattering
(Fig. 4).
"* 7
Pig. 4 . Measurement of Transmitted Light
The human eye is most sensitive to green light and so-called sharpness mainly
depends on the sharpness of the green-sensetive layer. The best result will be
obtained when the arrangement for multilayer color photographic elements
suggested by Zwick (32) is used. The green-sensitive emulsion layer lies beneath a
blue-sensitive emulsion layer, and this relation accounts for a loss in sharpness
attributable to the green-sensitive emulsion layer. Improved sharpness is more likely
to be obtained when the green sensitive layer is coated on the top (34).
F. Sensitivity Separation
For construction of a multilayer color film, the blue speed of blue sensitive AgX
should be at least 10x the blue speed of red and green sensitive emulsions. The
color separation can be measured in two distinct ways:
1. S green/S blue of green layer
S red /S blue of red layer
2. S blue of blue layer/S blue of green layer
S blue of blue layer/S blue of red layer
In order to obtain the sensitivity differences in the blue and minus blue emulsion
layers without the use of a yellow filter layer, the tabular grain emulsions showing
significantly higher blue speed and minus blue speed
separation have been used.
Kofron et al. (19) reported their comparisons on Table 2 and 3.
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Table 2. Speed Comparison 1
Emulsion Blue Speed (BS) Minus Blue Speed (MBS) MBS-BS
T 1 28 173 145
3 33 192 159
4 43 203 160
5 57 220 160
c a - 81 81
b 37 160 123
d 109 187 78
Another group of test with comparison between the tabular grains SCN used and
control having no SCN is shown in Table 3.










MBS-BS Tabular Grain* Non-tabular Grain *
Group 1 145-160 SCN 78-123 SCN
Group 2 37-45 SCN -5-5 No SCN
(*
optimum minus blue sensitized)
The results demonstrate that an optimally minus blue sensitized high aspect ratio
tabular grain AgBr emulsion exhibits increased separation of sensitivity in the minus
blue and blue spectral region as compared to an optimally sensitized non-tabular
grain AgBr emulsion.
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G. Crossover in X-ray Films
Because a high concentration of sensitizing dye can be used with a tabular grain
emulsion employed in radiation-sensitive (X-ray) materials, there is less exposure of
the emulsion furthest from the green emitting screen, i.e., less "crossover
effect"







Fig. 5 Less Crossover with Dyed T-grains
H. Pressure Fog
According to the Fuji report (11), photographic sensitive materials of improved
pressure property are produced with "Planar AgX particles". Pressure fog can be
reduced 50% (measured byA Fog/Dmax) with tabular grain emulsions.
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III. EMULSION MAKING HISTORY REVIEW
A. Emulsification and Grain Thickness
Zelikman and Levi (10) found that thickness of a grain of given projection area was
independent within the limits of experimental error of preparation condition, i.e., of
composition of disperse phase, concentration of components in dispersion medium,
emulsification and ripening procedures. In an ammoniacal emulsion grain thickness
increased considerably with grain size, whereas in neutral emulsion this effect was
slight.
AgX grains in ammoniacal and neutral emulsion differed considerably in thickness
and shape. In ammoniacal emulsion, regardless of preparation condition, smaller
AgX grains were plates with aspect ratio of about 3:1. Larger grains were relatively
thicker, so that larger grains in an ammoniacal emulsion approximated to spheres.
But Barbarin and Gorkhovskii (10) found that in ammoniacal emulsions the finer
grains were more nearly spherical. They used the same microinterferometric method
for determining grain thickness and found that the aspect ratio was about 1.5:1 for
finer grain fractions (0.5-0.7um) in ammoniacal emulsion, and about 3:1 for coarser
fractions (3-4um). In contrast to the ammoniacal emulsion, Duffin (8.b) described
tabular grains in his book as being very common in neutral octahedral emulsions.
In a very early work, Trivelli and Smith (2) discovered that pure silver bromide
crystals were formed mainly in large tablets with well defined edges. Average
thickness of pure AgBr grains rapidly increases until a certain value had been
reached. Further increase of thickness took place only very slowly. AgBr grains then
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formed flat tablets, which by prolonged ripening could produce relatively very large
grains. This agreed with the observation of R. P. Loveland (12) who found that
thickness of average size of grains did not change appreciably during the
precipitation period (Fig. 6, 7).
In 1942, Mees (5) published a photomicrograph of AgX grains of a conventional
emulsion where some tabular grains were found. When iodide was introduced,
grains on average got thicker and growth of average projective area became smaller








Fig.7 the relation between average










Fig. 8 thickness and grain size .pre
cipitation time with different iodid
contents
B. AgX Solvent Effects
Duffin (8.b) recounted an octahedral emulsion formula with 244% excess
Br-
for the
ripening. It is expounded that in the presence of excess Br, AgBr should prefer to
grow tabular type of crystal.
Furthermore, all the ripening agents: Br-, NH3, SCN-, and thioethers
(hydroxythioethers particularly being pointed out) can be used for increasing grain
growth.
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In an emulsion containing only bromide ion as a solvent, silver dissolves in the form
of negatively charged complexes such as
AgBr43
In otherwise similar conditions,
ammonia will give larger grain size. For the precipitation of ammonia-complexed
Ag+
and Br-,
Ag(NH4)2N03 + KBr + 2HzO AgBr} + KN03+ 2NH4OH
The Ag(NH4)2Br formed is more soluble than AgBr in the presence of excess Br-;
the solubility is dependent on the concentration of ammonia. With increase in grain
size these ripening agents play an important role in the preparation of coarse grain
monodispersed emulsions. Thiocaynate is significant for preparing tabular grains.
Illingsworth (16) repoted his double-jet thiocyanate ripened emulsions. It can be
found in Chapter V of this background reading that how tabular grain emulsion is
made with a simple approach.
IV. TABULAR-GRAIN GROWTH MECHANISMS
A. Doubly-twinned Crystals
Why, in the presence of excess Br-, should AgBr prefer to grow a tabular type of
crystal?
Berriman and Herz (8) thought that a particular form of fault occured in these
crystals. If a very large number of Br-,
Ag+
are rapidly deposited, it can be
appreciated that there is a good chance some of these may end up in an incorrect
position. Fig. 9 shows a partially-grown octahedral AgBr crystal.
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K-g. 9 A Small Octahedral Grain
This contains a much smaller number of ions than probably occurs in a crystal at
the critical stage of grain growth. In fact crystals of a perfect shape of all the faces
made up of (111) planes are rarely found, but the eight-sided tabular crystals under




The twin plane consists essentially of a break in the natural order of stacking of
bromide ions in the cubic close packed structure. Thus if the
AgB^3"
adsorbs to the
growing crystal surface with its bromide ions in the wrong orientation relative to that
of the bromide ions already in the crystal surface it will initiate a bromide ion
stacking fault. This stacking fault is perpetuated across the crystal surface and a
twin plane is thus formed (Fig. 11).
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Hamilton and Brady (8) had drawn attention to the fact that when the very important
growth-promoting
AgBr43"
ion approaches a {111} surface, the geometry of the
complex ion facilitates contact in two possible positions: one is termed a normal
position and will result in the build-up of a line and then a layer of Ag\
Accompanying this growth, a steady addition of
Br-
would take place above some of
the Ag+ so that the whole crystal remains electrically neutral. The build-up in this
way will be a perfect extension of the crystal. The second position is called a twin
position and results in a fault appearing in the crystal, which will now cause it to
grow in a different manner (Fig. 12).
Fig- 12 Representation of completely-twinned crystal
On the face indicated by "x", there is a pocket. In this position, extra ions will be
more readily attracted into a
position enabling crystal growth to occur than on the
other faces of the crystal, either top, bottom or on the other edges. It is clear that
the formation of this kind of fault, in which the plane bonding the two halves of a
crystal is called a twin plane, will result in the formation of a
tabular crystal because
of preferential extension of the crystal in the directions
shown by the arrows.
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Adequate confirmation has subsequently been obtained for this mechanism. Electron
photomicrographs of large AgBr crystals show the presence of the type of edge
which is characteristic of a twin plane. It must be admitted that these crystals are
larger even than those found in commercial emulsions, but since their conditions of
formation are not vastly dissimilar from conventional emulsion crystals, it must be
assumed that an extrapolation is valid.
Furthermore, the vast majority of crystals examined show not just one twin but two
where the pair of twin planes in a crystal will result in pockets along all six edges in





Fig. 15 Troughs for Rapid Growth
If this takes preference over growth on either of the flat surfaces, large
plates would
be produced. There are many emulsions known in
which this type of tablet growth
occurs and in some of these, growth is exceedingly
rapid.
For doubly-twinned crystal tabular grains, increased
growth where a twin plane
intersects the surface of the crystal, will occur
because of the re-entrant angle. At
such a position, an ion deposited
from solution will be bonded by one more
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neighboring ion than one deposited on a flat surface.
Tabular grains can have multiply stacked parallel twin planes, which affect the
relative number of edge re-entrant angles on alternate edges, causing different in
edge growth rates. This difference could then explain the observed triangular and
hexagonal shapes of grains. The difference in shape depends upon some other
factor as well, such as the proximity of the twin planes relative to the two tabular
faces. The lateral growth of tabular grains are attributed to the edge re-entrant
groove generated as a result of twinning. The enhanced rate of growth of the sides
of the crystal over that on the tabular faces could be explained by making the
plausible assumption that troughs on the sides facilitate nucleation for deposition of
successive ionic layers relative to that flat tabular faces.
Maskasky developed three techniques to study tabular-grain growth:
1. Low-temperature luminescence microscopy (13) for obtaining the growth history
of individual AgBr tabular grains that are banded with very small amounts of iodide;
2. Electron microscopic examination of the relative lattice orientation of the two
major faces of tabular-grains by determining the relative orientation of truncated
AgBr pyramidal growths deposited on these faces, for determining the populations
of large number of tabular-grains with odd and even numbers of parallel twin planes.
He confirmed the fact that when re-entrant grooves were possible, growth was rapid;
but he believed there was no direct proof of the importance of re-entrant grooves.
He summarized by means of his technique that most hexagonal grains contained an
even number of parallel twin planes (even hexagons); most high aspect ratio
triangular contained an odd number of parallel twin planes. These odd triangles
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generally resulted from the formation of a third parallel twin on double grains.
Trapezoids also existed in odd and even types. Odd trapezoids commonly contained
four edges and were true trapezoids, whereas even trapezoids contained six edges.
Both trapezoids usually originated from rods, apparently by dissolution of the
material making up one of the two nonparallel twins.
Continued growth of odd trapezoids resulted in unique odd triangles with a high
aspect ratio but only a single twin. With many brilliant color low-temperature
luminescence photomicrographs, he had also shown a third parallel twin forms,
hexagonal grains dramatically change shape to become triangular grains by an
increase in lateral growth rate of the other three. With three parallel twins, all six
possible edges contain re-entrant grooves, but two acute lips are present on each
of the three rapidly growing edges and none on the three slow growing edges.
It appears that tabular-grain growth mechanism involving the acute lip structure
needs to be considered. But the role of the re-entrant groove and acute lip structure
in lateral tabular-grain growth, and whether or not tabular-grain growth is truly
diffusion limited, are still unresolved. For increasing grain growth, direct addition of
ions from the silver and halide solutions is possible. There may also be some
growth by coalescence of grains; X-ray diffraction indicates that typical grains have
small difference in orientation of crystal lattice in different areas.




on the edges of tabular grains (14)
As most tabular grains contain two parallel twin planes, the separation between
them provides useful information about nucleation of the grains. This distance is
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established at their birth as tabular grains and will not be expected to change during
their growth.
Maskasky used a trisoctahedral-rhombic dodecahedral growth modifier ~ BrTAI to
form unique "shelf
growth"
on the edges of AgBr tabular grains by additional AgBr
growth.
The modifier inhibits lateral growth at the grain's obtuse lip region while only permits
lateral growth at the two remaining edge structure regions (reentrant groove and
acute lip). He then measured the thicknesses of two adjacent shelves and the total
thickness for many tabular grains by electron microscopy to calculate the maximum
separation between their two parallel twin planes.
Is it possible AgBr octahedra can serve as seeds for tabular grains? The
measurements lead to such a conclusion: for octahedra larger than 0.1 um in size,
very few, if any, tabular grains resulted from multiple twinning of these "seeds".
For the emulsion made with the smallest octahedra
"seed"
size (0.055um), the
average twin plane separation was found to be about the same as the seed size
examined (0.052um). However, since the no
"seed"
control emulsion also had a
similar average twin plane separation (0.050um), it appears likely that these smaller
octahedra did not serve as tabular grain seeds either. Therefore, no evidence has
been obtained from his study which suggests that AgBr octahedra can serve as
seeds for tabular grains.
A tabular-grain emulsion needs to be carefully prepared. Many patents recommend
so-called "Increased Flow
Procedure"
to make well-controlled monodispersed
emulsions. After nucleation has occurred, supersaturation must be avoided or else
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renucleation will occur. The critical supersaturation point is avoided by carefully
controlling the excess X-(pAg) within narrow limits - supersaturation is dependent on
the rates of addition of Ag+,
X"
and the surface area of AgX crystals. The total
surface area of the grains is increasing during the whole addition period.
Renucleation occurs when the critical supersaturation value is exceeded. It is
possible to make flow rates proportional to the increasing total surface area of the
growing crystals, i.e., at a level of supersaturation which is just less than that
required for spontaneous nucleation. Flow speed be accelerated to make the
growing as best as possible when the total surface area is sufficiently large to cope
with the rate of addition. To do so, W. V. Yang derived the following calculation
formula which is useful for linear slope accelerated flows:
To add L ml of Ag+, X-,
at a rate of V0 for the beginning and nV0 for the end,








Moreover, good agitation facilities are designed
to avoid local area of
supersaturation (such as a high shear mixer with an inside
portion for nucleation
and an outside portion for crystal growth).
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Relative adsorption of bromide ion on cubic and octahedral faces of AgBr, and
hence their rate of growth, varies with pAg; by double-jet precipitation at constant
pAg, good cubes can be obtained at pAg 6-7, and good octahedra at pAg 8-9.
Iodide in the grains increases the probability of forming grains with octahedral faces.
At high bromide ion concentration doubly-twinned octahedra are formed and grow
into flat plates with grooves on six sides. Under given condition of solubility and
temperature such doubly-twinned grains grow much more rapidly than other forms
and become the dominant type if they are formed. Emulsions with a wide range of
sizes of doubly-twinned grains obviously will change their mean size and distribution,
under the same conditions of solubility and temperature, more rapidly than one with
more uniform grains of more perfect structure. It is determined that for the tabular





Maternaghan (35) reported an interesting technique to prepare tabular grains which
is summarized as follows:
1. Silver halide crystals of high iodide content (at least 90%) are first formed.
Such crystals have the shape of hexagonal pyramids or bipyramids and the basal
planes comprise the lattice planes {0001}. Silver halide crystals containing smaller
amounts of iodide, say 45%, are predominantly
of the face-centered cubic structure
and have the octahedral shape with {111} faces.
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2. Nuclei of the silver halide being added form as very small crystals of the
face-
centered cubic lattice type and grow epitaxially on the basal faces of the Agl crystal
formed in step 1. Epitaxial growth is possible between {0001} Agl faces and {111}
AgBr or AgCI faces because both are hexagonally close-packed, homoinic lattice
planes. It has been observed by electron microscopy that the growing epitaxial
crystals show a high degree of twinning while attached to the parent Agl crystal. In
general, one twinned face-centered cubic crystal is formed at the single basal face
of a hexagonal pyramidal Agl crystal and two twinned crystals are formed at the two
basal faces of each hexagonal bipyramidal Agl crystal.
3. As further precipitation is continued, the dissolution of the originally formed
Agl crystals becomes predominant and the "dumbbeir-shaped crystals are observed.
The twinned face-centered cubic part of the crystals increase in size and the iodide
part of the crystals decrease in size.
4. Eventually the Agl linkage between the two twinned crystals is broken and the
two twinned crystals are released.
As for the procedure narrated in the section 1, AgX solvents
- an excess of Br-,
ammonia or NH4SCN can be used in the Ostwald ripening of step 3.
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V. TABULAR-GRAIN EMULSION PREPARATIONS
General mechanism:
A precipitation on multiply-twinned seed crystals with accelerated flow which is called
"Broken-dumbbel"
method. It is carried out as follows:
1. Prepare Agl seed grain with double-jet emulsification at a increased flow rate
from start to finish, then adjust pi,
2. Use the Agl seed crystals in the halide-gel solution, prepare AgBrl tabular
grain emulsion with another double-jet at increased flow, then adjust pBr.
Both the two periods are followed by a conventional cooling and coagulation-
washing step.
This substantially is an epitaxial growth on non-twinned monodispersed Agl then
Ostwald ripening and final growth with direct addition of ions. Actually the precedure
can be divided into these steps:
1. forming a monosized Agl dispersion in gelatin
2. mixing in the Agl dispersion aqueous solutions of AgN03 and alkali metal or
ammonium bromides or chlorides in order to form twinned crystals
3. performing Ostwald ripening in the presence of AgX solvent and a controlled
Ag+ ion concentration to increase the size of the twinned crystals and dissolve any
untwinned crystals





5. chemically sensitizing the emulsion.
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A. Ammonia ripening
One example was given by Matemaghan (15) which had these features: Improved I
content homogeneity, controlled size distribution, high covering power and high
contrast with average grain diameter 0.97um, coefficient of size variation of 20%,
twinned AglCIBr mainly of the intermediate, tetradecahedral habit.
Discussion:
1 . When two-course AgN03 and NH4I flow procedure is being used, first at fast run
for the smaller volume solutions, then slower run for the large volume solutions, pAg
is about 12,
2. For recrystallization and Ostwald ripening, two-course-run is also used: a very
fast flow for the first and a slow flow for the second with fewer solutions and more
solutions successively at pAg about 8; half-ammoniacal method is used, i.e., there
are some ammonium bromide/chloride salts and ammonia water altogether in the
halide solutions,
3. At a further growth, the pH should be adjusted to 5, then three-course halide
flow with silver nitrate solution has been employed at three increasing flow rates and
three increasing volumes added
- a rough imitation of the accelerated flow
procedure in order to avoid renucleation but to keep crystal growth as far as
possible, the pAg must be adjusted to about 9,
4. It can also be found in some practical emulsification literatures that increasing
concentrations of multiple-course of silver nitrate and bromide solutions are
employed to substitute for the accelerated flow method which is generally very












Fig. 14 Substitution of the accelerated flow procedure
with five-course of increasing concentrations of solutions of
Ag+,
Br-
at the same rate and for the same addition time and volume
B. Thiocyanate ripening
Silver halide solvent thiocyanate has specific function on simply preparing tabular
grain emulsions (16). Generally, all thiocyanate such as sodium, potassium or
ammonium, preferred concentration 0.1-20 g/Ag mol can be used.
Thiocyanate ripened emulsions yield a good result shown in Table 4.
Table 4 . Thiocyanate in Emulsion Make
Emulsion 12 3 4 5 6 7
KSCN g/mol Ag
tempC





20 10 10 10
65 65 65 65 80 80 68 58
60' 40' 26' 18' 40' 40' 40' 40'
337 315 304 283 336 320 314 296
163 139 129 111 151 129 119 109
174 176 175 172 185 191 195 187
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It was noticed that the best effect was reached at emulsions 6 and 7 where
thiocyanate ripening was employed in amount of 10 g/ mol Ag.
The technique is summerized as three steps:
1. Double-jet bromide/iodide solution and silver solution at pBr 1.3
2. Cooling and holding a certain period with adding of NaSCN
3. Coagulating and washing as conventional.
Seeds: 32% multiple twinned crystal seed grains, 0.42um mean grain size,
29% variation coefficient
Features: Average grain size 1.2um, thickness 0.07um, aspect ratio 18:1,
[I] 6%, T-grain 72% projective area.
C. Hydroxythioether Ripening
The following Table 5 (18) is a good experimental recording for 1
dithiaoctane (Compound 1) being added to the gelatin solution before the
precipitation (from 0-2.0 g/Ag mol) and 1,10-dithia-4,7,13,16-tetraoxacyclooctadecane
at 0.8 g/Ag mol.
Table 5. Hydroxythioether Ripening
Amount of Mcnn Me.
Cumiwund nrnin AiluVnrtum, Ac/fl-' Dyl.
Ki'lo-
Tliimnnil I.e.Mr slio, 1/2 nin Mr mis. ink /Ac llvn





























100 100 2. 01
100 132 1.73
100 204 1. 40
100 214 1.3S









Tlmo and Addendum 1/2 Mean
Temp, of ' die/Ac gTaln site,
mate Tlilocthcr ((?ms./Ac mole) inolo micron
70'at70C l,10-dllhla-4.7.13.10-U;tra- 0.1/1.0 1.2
niKvclooclndccune (0.8).
Do 2,2'-tlilodletlianol(30.0) 0.1/1.0 0.8
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Photomicrographs of the emulsion show an increase in grain size when thioether is
present during emulsion precipitation. The results in Table 5 display a tremendous
increase in speed of the coatings of emulsion precipitated in the presence of
thioether. Thioether AgX solvent at a 0.02 molar concentration in water is capable
of dissolving more than twice the amount of AgCI than which can be dissolved by
water at 60C.
Fuji Application 209002/1982 reports a planar AgX particle emulsion at 1.9um
diameter and 9.9 aspect ratio in which thioether HO(CH2)2S(CH2)2S(CH2)2OH
aqueous solution (0.5%) is added in halide-gelatin and two-course halide jetted
solutions.
D. Delayed Iodide Introduction
Iodide contents act as hole traps. Many photographic characteristics such as ratio of
speed internal to surface, contrast, size frequency distribution, etc., depend on the
distribution of iodide.
In response to the requirement for some surface of the grain comprising an
iodide-
layer, besides so-called alternate halide-conversion, delayed introduction of iodide
salts by Corben (27) is employed.
A very complicated procedure is described in the
literature:
1 . Double-jet solution KBr and AgN03 at an equal flow rate and pBr 0.8
2. Single-jet AgN03
3. Double-jet KBr and AgN03 at an increased flow rate
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4. Single-jet AgN03
5. Triple-jet KBr, KI and AgN03 at an increased flow rate pBr 1.6
6. Ripening with NaSCN
7. Double-jet KI and AgN03 at an equal flow rate and pBr 2.9
8. Conventional cooling and coagulation-washing.
Comparisons in physical descriptions between tabular-grains and nontabular grains
were made:
Table 6. Comparison in Grain Physical Features
Emulsion M%I Diameter Thickness Aspect Ratio % Pro j.Area
Tl 6.0 3.8 um 0.14 um 27:1 50
T2 1.2 3.8 um 0.14 um 27:1 75
T3 12.0 2.8 um 0.15 um 19:1 90
T4 12.3 1.8 um 0.12 um 15:1 50
C5 4.7 1.4 um 0.42 um 3.3:1
C6 10.0 1.1 um 0.40 um 2.8:1
C7 5.0 1.0 um 0.40 um 2.5:1
E. AgCI
Half-ammoniacal method is used (21):
1. To NH4N03-gelatin solution (pH 9), double-jet NH4CI (pCI 1) and AgN03 at an
equal flow rate and pAg 8.5, in a few volume and for a shorter time,
2. To the mixture, triple-jet NH4CI, AgN03 and NH4OH at an increased flow rate
and pAg 8.5 (pH 9) in volume which is 14x that of the step 1,
3. Conventional cooling and coagulation-washing.





The AgBr emulsions made in oxidized gelatin have a greatly reduced population of
rod-shaped grains which are generally prevalent in AgBr emulsions. The use of
oxidized gelatin also permits the preparation of AglBr tabular grain emulsions in a
lower excess-halide-ion environment.
Usually, Ag(Br)CI grains will not form substatial {111} faces even with a {111} face
growth modifier.
An example of AgBrCI 3% Br tabular grain emulsion was given (20) using oxidized
gelatin as the peptizer and an aminoazaindene (adenine) as the modifier. It is
speculated that the observed effects of oxidized gelatin on tabular grain growth are
due to reduced adsorption strength of the methionine-free gelatin on AgX surfaces.




A 12.5% solution of a portion of deionized bone gelatin was oxidized
with 91
umole HA/g gelatin for 16 hours at 40C, pH 5.6,
and was then treated with 4.1
ppm Catalase**/g gelatin to remove residual H202
(-0.9 ppm remaining).
This gelatin was fonud to contain less than 3.4 umole methionine**7g
gelatin.
**
Catalase, which has an activity of 42,000
sigma units/mg protein, Sigma Chemical
Co. St. Louis, MO
***
The reaction of Ag with methionine is
attributable to this effect.
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VI. CHEMICAL SENSITIZATION
A. Dispersed Latent-image Centers
On the assumption that the average size of latent-image speck required for
developability, and the average number of absorbed quanta required to form a
developable speck, are independent of grain size, it follows that speed should
increase indefinitely with grain size. The experimental results show that the number
of quanta per grain required for developability steadily increases with size within the
normal size range.
In one series this led to an optimum and then a decrease of speed despite
increasing grain size (Fig. 15). One explanation for the speed loss is that the fog
increases so that the larger more sensitive grains are fogged which would reduce
sensitivity. The latent-image silver is dispersed over a number of sites at the grain
surface. Such an effect may arise in part because the grain size becomes large
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Fig. 15. Optimal Speed and Fog Vs. Projective Area
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The exposures were to radiation of wave-length 430 nm; the dashed lines denote
the theoretical variation of speed on the assumption of constant quantum sensitivity.
It was found that up to a mean grain area of about 0.5 um (Log10 0.5=-0.3) speed
rose with grain size at a rate compatible with invariance of quantum sensitivity.
Thereafter, the rate of increase of speed was much less. At sizes greater than 1
um2, the speed sometimes decreased, an effect attributed to the failure of all latent-
image silver produced in a large grain to coagulate into one speck. In addition,
according to mathematical analyses, a fixed density represents an increasing fraction
of densities with increasing mean size, which involves a decrease in the ratio of
operative to mean grain size. The decrease of speed with increasing size at large
size is simply because the fixed density becomes an increasingly large fraction of
densities, involving the utilization of grains of decreasing quantum sensitivity (29).
B. Quantum Sensitivity
Farnell and Chanter (23) made quantum sensitivity measurements on different
grain-
morphology emulsions shown in Table 7. Their processing was
shown in Table 8.
Table 7 . Grain Features
Emulsion Type Grain Shape m%AgBr Agl AgCI AgX/Area
1 High-S X-ray Spherical 98.3 1.7
- 1 .
73mg/cm2








m II ii 1.04
"
5 High-S Neg. Cubical 60
- 40 1.05
"




Table 8. Emulsion Processing
Emul Absorption Factor Unexp Emul Density Optimal Exp Time Dev
1 0-70 0.51 0.050" 8'
2 0.70 0.46 0.032" 6'
3 0.65 0.47 0.010" 6'
4 0.67 0.85 0.010" 10'
5 0.41 0.44 1.000" 8'
.6 0.37 0.31 0.320" 6'
They plotted the variations with grain morphologies of the number of absorbed
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Fig. 16 Variations with grain volume of the number of absorbed
quanta/grain required to reach a developable grain fraction of 0.5
for spherical grains, thick tabular grains, and thin tabular grains.
Comparisons were made among spherical, thick tabular and thin tabular grains with
developable-grain percentages to measure quantum sensitivity.
It was found that spherical grains had the highest quantum sensitivity; however, thin
tabular grains had the lowest. Chemical sensitization is a means of controlling
latent-
image center distribution on the surface of the grain. If latent-image centers are
dispersed, quantum sensitivity decreases. The grains of different crystal morphology
respond to chemical sensitization differently, for different grain morphology and
topography of grain surface causes different efficiency of chemical sensitization.
Moisar observed a difference in the response to sulfur sensitization of the {100}
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faces of cubic grains compared to the {111} faces of octahedral grains. This
difference was confirmed by Rodgers (Fig. 17, ref.24).
Tetradecohedra
0.6 16 12 6 4 12 6 2S6 Si 2 102 204
mg ThiosuHale/molfc AgB-
Fig. 17 Efficiency of Sulfur Sensitization Vs. Crystal Habit
In these investigations the grain responded in the order: octahedra > tetradecahedra
> cubic. Thus spherical, thick tabular and thin tabular crystal morphologies give rise
to different response to chemical sensitization.
With basically the same intrinsic quantum sensitivity for either bigger or smaller
crystal size, tabular grains are less sensitive to the response to chemical
sensitization than nontabular ones; in other words, tabular grains are less sensitive.
Because of the larger surface area of the tabular grains, latent-image specks are
more readily dispersed. At the same chemical sensitization condition, their quantum
sensitivity is low instead.
C. Epitaxial Selective Site
There is a general mechanism to improve chemical sensitization for tabular-grain
emulsions: limiting the number of sensitizing centers.
Maskasky (25) carried out a technique which he called "Epitaxial selective site
sensitization using site
directors" (I-
, J-aggregating cyanine dyes of all three charge
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types: anionic, zwitterionic and cationic, SCN-,
SeCN-
) then conducting AgCI
deposits onto corners or corners/edges of AgBr or AglBr tabular-grain before
chemical sensitization. He believed that a site director functioned by inhibiting growth
on {111} planes relative to planes located along the contours of corners and edges.
Arrested development studies on AglBr tabular grains with AgCI corner deposits and
chemically sensitized AgCI and AgBr corner deposits showed that the location and
the number of development centers could be controlled by those deposits. He
believed that the photographic performance might result from misfit dislocations near
the junction of the AgCI and host tabular grain in the region of the twin planes.
Obtaining precise control of the location of sensitization sites could offer a number
of advantages over conventional chemical sensitization: having a limited number of
sensitization centers could result in higher photographic sensitivity and also enable
the use of lower chemical sensitizer levels. The lower sensitizer levels could, in turn,
result in improved storage stability. Using a relatively soluble and reactive silver salt
like AgCI for the epitaxial phase could possibly further result in milder sensitization
conditions, a faster development rate, less dye-induced development inhibition, and
controlled partial grain development.
D. Usage
In certain circumstances, selenium-gold chemical sensitizing gives an observable
increase in speed versus sulfur-gold (16). A noticeable point is the importance of the
use of thiocyanate (19). In most of the cases, no example shows tabular-grain
sensitization without the use of thiocyanate. For S-SCN-Au sensitizing, the quantity
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of NaSCN is 100 mg/Ag mol, as Na2S203-5H20 is 5-15 mg/Ag mol and KAuCL is 3-5
mg/Ag mol on tabular grains, whereas Na2S203-5H20 is 1.5-3.2 mg/Ag mol and
KAuCL is 0.5-1.1 mg/Ag mol with no thiocyanate on the normal grains. Sometimes,
for the optimal sensitization, in the presence of spectral dyes, the amount of NaSCN
can go up to 1600 mg/Ag mol. In another group of tests employed thiocyanate on
both tabular and normal grains of AgBr or AgBrl emulsions, thiocyanate quantity
range rises to 150-225 mg/Ag mol (800 mg/Ag mol at an extreme).
This researcher also wanted to make it clear how big a blue and minus blue speed
separation could be reached with optimally sensitized tabular grains compared with
non-tabular grains. The experimental data have shown an apparent improvement on
the speed separation on thiocyanate sensitized tabular grains with medium amount
usages in contrast with nontabular grains having even extreme quantities of
thiocyanate. Examples of changing the order of chemical and spectral sensitization
have been reported (19). In their experiment, the tabular grain AgCI emulsion was
divided into four parts:
Table 9. Alterted Order of Chemical & Spectral Sensitization
Part Sensitization Relative speed Dmin
A None
B Au2S + Dye
C Dye+NaBr+ (S+SCN+Au)
D Dye+NaBr+ (S+SCN+Au)
The samples were exposed at 365 nm. Part D was sensitized at same as Part C
except that the amount of Na2S203-5H20 was doubled. It was found that A and B
were 2 log E (200 relative speed units) slower than C and D.






for tabular grain emulsions. Because tabular grains have much bigger aspect ratio
than that of ordinary grains and so do the surface area, much more dyes are
adsorbed onto the surface of the grains. So, much more dye holes would compete
for photo-electrons. Unfortunately this can cause increased hole-electron
recombination which leads an increase in the number of absorbed quanta (r)
required to make the grains developable and a loss in the efficiency of chemical
sensitization, i.e., in the photographic sensitivity equation:
1/Em=P/r
the sensitivity, 1/Em, is inversely proportional to r.
This mechanism explains why it is more difficult to chemically sensitize tabular grain
emulsions. The sensitized specks are dispersed on the surface of the grains which
cause low developability.
To solve this problem, dyes adsorbed are possibly able to be used to limit the
number of sensitizing specks. Sensitization can be increased by pAg adjustment,
including cycling, i.e., adjusting pAg through a round, periodic value system in which




For a given amount of adsorbed dye, the increase in absorption of white light by the
emulsion obviously will be greater the lower the inherent absorption of AgX in the
visible. Therefore the increase in total (white-light) speed, and also the ratio of
speed through yellow and blue filters will decrease in the order:
Silver Chloride Silver Bromide > Silver lodobromide.
So, if possible, AgCI tabular grain emulsion is at the first consideration. It is a very
special point for the spectral sensitization on tabular grain emulsion that sensitizing
dyes can be added at any stage of emulsion preparation; can entirely precede
chemical sensitization, and even commence prior to the completion of silver halide
grain precipitation or can be put into the emulsion after 80% of the silver halide has
been precipitated.
Spectral sensitization can also be enhanced by pAg adjustment and pAg cycling
(30). The experiment given in Table 9 (above) has become a good illustration of this
point.
To the tabular AgCI grain emulsion part B (19):
gold sulfide (1.0 mg/Ag mol) was first added and then the emulsion was spectrally
sensitized with anhydro-5-chloro-9-ethyl-5'-phenyl-3,3'-bis(3-sulfopropyl)
oxacarbocyanine hydroxide, sodium salt (0.75 m mol/Ag mol).
Meantime, to the part C, 0.75 m mol/Ag mol of said dye were first added; then 3.0
mol% NaBr was added to adjust pAg based on total AgX. Then
Na2S203-5H20 (5
mg/Ag mol), NaSCN (1600mg/Ag mol) and KAuCI4 (5 mg/Ag mol)
were added. Part
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C was 200 relative speed units faster than B.
No explanations have been made for this effect in the literature up to now.
According to theoretical consideration, much more sensitizing dye can be adsorbed
onto the much larger total surface area of tabular grains than onto that of normal
grains; spectral sensitizers can be used at an amount of 700-900 mg/Ag mol, but for
the non-tabular grains, they cover the range of 200-290 mg/Ag mol only.
B. Blue Sensitization
Tabular grain emulsions make it possible to use blue spectral sensitization in
production. As compared with nontabular-grain emulsions, one example (26) was
shown to have a photographic speed 0.42 log E increase, showing an effective
improvement attributable to better used blue sensitization due to tabular-grain
superiority (larger surface area, better spectral sensitization).
Experimental:
Tabular grain AgBrl emulsion was spectrally sensitized to blue light by the addition
of 3x10 mol/Ag mol of anhydro-5,6-dimethoxy-5-methylthio-3,3'-di(3-sulfopropul)
thiocyanine hydroxide, triethylamine salt(\max 490nm) (26).










C. High Internal Sensitivity
An improvement of spectral sensitization on iodide-rich surface of high internally-
sensitive emulsions was reported (27). The mechanism was that alternate formation
Agl additive replaces AgCI or AgBr on the surface, and because:
1. many internal physical imperfection acts as electron traps,
2. iodide addition reduces the amount of surface image.
The preparation is as follows:
1. Precipitation of AgCIBr grains
2. Adding a water-soluble iodide salt to the AgCIBr
3. Precipitation of additional AgCIBr
4. Adding a water-soluble iodide salt to the AgCIBr
5. Precipitation of additional AgCIBr
6. Adding a water-soluble iodide salt to the AgCIBr.
When iodide-rich surface forms on high internally-sensitive emulsion grains, spectral
sensitizing efficiency is increased.
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VIII. PARTICULARLY DESIGNED STRUCTURES
A. Outer High-iodide
There are three approaches to prepare the grains with iodide-rich surface-that is:
1. Halide conversion, i.e., alternately forming Agl additive to substitute for the
AgCI or AgBr on the original surface. This emulsion has characteristics of high
internal speed and low surface speed,
2. Delayed introduction of iodide which is a very complicated procedure. The
emulsion iodide contents range from 1.2 to 12.3 mol%; maximum size can be
3.8um, and maximum aspect ratio can reach 27:1 ,
3. Iodide can be added after chemical sensitization (24).
This is one type of double structured grains with outer iodide distribution.
Since iodide ions act as hole traps, surface I increases hole trapping efficiency
outside the grain so that it influences the efficiency of latent image formation on the
surface, (in Fig. 18, s.c. represents sensitizing center; i.p. represents imperfection)
For this reason the emulsion exhibits low external sensitivity. From the experimental
results of Solberg et al. (26), it was attested that the high aspect ratio tabular AgBrl
grains having a surface iodide concentration of 12 mol% and an average iodide
concentration of 8.9 mol%, with much lower iodide concentration in a central region,
as compared to the laterally displaced surrounding annular region, showed optimum
spectral sensitization and superior speed-granularity ratio.
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Fi?.1P Outer I Content
B. Uniform Iodide
High aspect ratio tabular grain emulsions with distributed iodide have been described
in the patents.
The following procedure is one of the preparations (15):
1. double-jet of first-course of NH4I 4.7 M and AgN03 4.7 M at a faster equal rate,
then double-jet of second-course of NH4I 4.7 M and AgN03 4.7 M at a slower rate
but with a volume of 3-4 times (Agl seed crystal)
2. recrystallization and Ostwald ripening with Agl seed crystals grown up in step 1
(23% of total weight of the halide-gel solution) with another equal flow two-course
double-jet, a faster run for the first portion c-f less volume and a slower run for the
second of more volume
3. further growth with three-course double-jet of three increased volumes at three
increased flow rates. It is noticeable that as iodine content transferring through the
lattices of the crystals during the whole emulsification, it is not necessarily to put
iodide into the rest of the halide solutions.
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Iodide can be introduced by additing into both halide-gel solution and flow halide
solution. PI, pBr, and pCI should be carefully adjusted and kept during the whole
process, using electrodes, an ionic meter and compensating additions.
Japanese researchers have paid much attention to the iodide distributions. The
following has been reported (11):
1 . A very fast run of first double flow with a halide solution having KI
2. A slow run of second double flow with another halide solution having KI.
Special points:
1. The second course of halide solution has a volume 32.5 x that of the first
course,
2. Thioether (0.5%) has been added into the gel-halide and the two halide flow
solutions,
3. Temperature of precipitation is extremely high up to 73C,
4. pAg is just 9.0, not more than 10.0 as usually is for tabular grain preparation.
Features: Uniform AgBrl (2.0%); 1.9 um diameter, 9.9 aspect ratio.
C. Inner High-iodide
Formation of an inner high-iodide phase is made by conversion within planar
particles.
This technique (11) is accomplished in order to obtain a planar AgX grain within 80
mol% of which an iodide containing at least five times the average iodide content of




Total [I] 1.5% I distribution within particles
Central side AgBr/AgBrl(l mo1%)/AgBr
Total [X]=100%: 26.54/1 4.7(33.2)/58.76
D. Core/shell Grains
Tabular AgCI/Br edgeways grow to AgX core grains in which a central region can be
of a different AgX composition than a laterally surrounding annular AgX grain region
comprised of chloride and bromide. No ammonia, grain growth modifiers, special
peptizers or seed grains are required.
The procedure is clear and simple (28):
1. double-jet of a small volume of chloride/bromide and silver solutions into a very
big volume of gel-halide solution within a short time at an equal flow rate from start
to finish,
2. double-jet of a big volume 25 times that of first run with the same
concentrations of the solutions within a longer time period, at an increased flow
speed from start to finish; pX should be at constant 0.32 (p 0.48),
3. cooling and coagulation-wash.
E. Doped Grains
It has been generally recognized that for doping during
precipitation of silver halide,
Ir3*
acts as hole trap and
lr4+
acts as electron trap, an improvement in reciprocity
failure can be obtained, whereas, rhodium doping has some
effect on contrast.
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Platinum, palladium and iridium are also often used as chemical sensitizers.
Table 10 has shown rhodium-doped AgBrl emulsion of high aspect ratio versus low
aspect ratio so as to indicate how large a benefit tabular grain emulsion can
produce.
Table 10. Rhodium-doped Emulsion (19)
Emulsion Ag coverage (g/m2) Relative speed Contrast Dmax Dmin
A control 1.72 100 2.28 1.52 0.06
B T-grain 1.61 209 2.20 1.75 0.10
IX. MULTI-LAYER COLOR FILM CONSTRUCTION
A. Couplers
Tabular grain emulsions tend to reduce granularity of color film because of
improvements in basic speed-grain relations of AgX emulsions. But, as a special
point, color development of tabular grain emulsion gives images of much higher
density and gamma than that of ordinary grain emulsion; and, hence, to obtain
required tone reproduction, the amount of AgX coated must be reduced. This,
however, tends to increase granularity because a given density is now produced by
developing fewer centers. Granularity can be reduced, therefore, if the dye-forming
step is made less efficient so that more centers have to be used. For this purpose,
competing couplers and DIR couplers are preferably used in multilayer color films in
which it has previously been decided to use tabular-grain emulsions.
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B. Layer Arrangements
If a green-sensitive emulsion layer lies beneath a blue-sensitive emulsion layer, a
loss in sharpness attributable to the green-sensitive emulsion layer will occur. An
experiment was made with CMT acutance comparisons shown by Kofron et al. (19)
in Table 11. Improved sharpness is more likely to be obtained when the green
sensitive layer is coated on the top (19).
Table 11. CMT Acutance Values for Red/Green Exposure
Sharpness of Sharpness of
FY',sy,:FM,FC,SM, SC FY, SY,,FM, SM,, FC,SC
Coating 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4
FY CI CI Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl FY CI CI Tl Tl
SY CI C2 T2 T2 T2 T2 T2 SY C2 C2 T2 T2
FM C3 T3 T3 T3 C3 T2 T2 FM C3 T3 T3 C3
FC C4 C4 C4 C4 C4 C4 T2 SM C5 T4 T4 C5
SM C5 T4 T4 C5 C5 C5 C5 FC C4 C4 C4 C4
SC C6 C6 C6 C6 C6 C6 C6 SC C6 C6 C6 C6








:Diameter Thickness Aspect Ratio % o f
Proj'ected Are
Tl 7., 50um 0.1 9um 37. 5 :.1 65
2 3.,00 0.07 37.,5::1 50
3 2.,40 0.09 27.,5::1 70
4 1.,65 0.06 27,,5::1 70
CI 1.,10 0.37 3::1
2 0.,60 0.20 3::1
3 0,.80 0.27 3::1
4 1..50 0.50 3::1
5 0.,45 0.15 3 :1
6 0,.60 0.20
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Coatings 6, 7 in structure I and coatings 3, 4 in structure II show benificial changes
in sharpness in photographic materials obtained through the use of tabular grain
emulsions lying near intermediate layers which underlie light scattering emulsion
layers from the coatings 2, and 3 in structure I and coating 2 in structure II; i.e.,
when FY, SY, FM, FC, SM, SC structure is used, three or four
layers'
tabular grain
emulsion successive from the bottom to the upper are recommended to apply;
whereas FY, SY, FM, SM, FC, SC structure can also give good result when two or
four layers tabular grain emulsion successive from the bottom to the upper have
been used.
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